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1. About the report
1.1. Introduction
The preparation of the Buffalo City Metropolitan
Development Agency Integrated Annual Report is guided
by circular 63 of the Municipal Finance Management Act
(MFMA) (2003).

•

The Act prescribes the content municipalities should cover
in their annual reports in chapter 12 “Financial Reporting
and Auditing” section 121 to section 134. The Buffalo City
Metropolitan Development Agency (BCMDA) being an
entity wholly funded and owned by the Municipality reports
according to these standards in line with clause section
121 subsection (1) which states that “Every municipality
and every municipal entity must for each financial year
prepare an annual report in accordance with this Chapter”.
In this regard the 2018/19 Integrated Annual Report
Provides the required data and tables. In line with the
MFMA Act the report seeks to:

•

•
•
•

•

Provide a record of activities of the Agency
during the financial 2018/19.
Provide an account on the performance against
the budget of the Agency for the 2018/19
financial year.
Provide the state of affairs of the Agency with
reference to its business activities and its
financial position as at the end of the financial
year.
To promote accountability to the local
community for the decisions made throughout
the year by the Agency.

To comply with local and international sustainable
reporting best practice guidelines, the 2018/19
integrated annual report also considers the financial,
social and economic factors in reporting on the
BCMDA’s operations. The guidelines applied
include:

•

•
•

Reporting requirements as per the Municipal
Finance Management Act No. 56 of 2003,
Circular 63 (MFMA)
The South African Statements of Generally
Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP)
Section 46(1) of the Municipal Systems Act
(2000).
King Code of Governance for South Africa
National Treasury Guidelines and Regulations

The Buffalo City Metropolitan Development Agency
(BCMDA) is a municipal entity wholly owned by the Buffalo
City Metropolitan Municipality as indicated above. It is a
successor to the Buffalo City Development Agency that
was established as a non-profit company by the
Municipality in 2004. With the changing development
circumstance over on time and introduction of new
legislation over time, it was deemed necessary for the
Agency to become a profit orientated company and
BCMDA was established as a profit company on 20 April
2016, in terms of the Companies Act of 1973 as amended.
This allows the Agency to transact, generate funds and
have a borrowing capacity to carry its mandate to increase
economic growth through tourism, economic and social
development as well as property management and
commercialisation.
The BCMDA is established as a juristic person operating
as a municipal entity, which has been classified in terms
of the Municipal Finance Management Act. As an entity of
BCMM, the BCMDA thus extends the BCMM’s capability
with respect to the identification, planning and
implementation of development projects for the benefit of
the entire municipal area.
The BCMDA’s outcomes are aligned with those set out in
the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality’s 2017/18–
2020/21 integrated development plan and the BCMM
2030 Metro Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS
2030)

1.2. Materiality
The BCMDA applies the principle of materiality to
determine the nature, timing and extent of the
disclosures in its annual reports. A matter is material if it
is of such relevance and importance that it could

substantially influence an assessment of the report and
the entity’s ability to create value in the short, medium
and long term. The following internal and external criteria
were used to identify material issues:

Table:1
Internal Criteria

External Criteria

The BCMDA’s mission, vision and values.

Priorities and support of national and provincial government.

The goals and objectives of the MGDS 2030

The priorities and support of local government

The expectations of the shareholder.

The socioeconomic development agenda.

BCMDA’s governance framework and policy environment.

Factors that may affect the BCMDA’s reputation and influence its
ability to promote the economic development of Buffalo City.

The expectations and feedback of stakeholders such as
residents, ratepayers, the business community, civil society,
national and provincial government, neighbouring
municipalities, and designated targeted groups.

The provisions of various frameworks, including the MFMA,
section 46(1) of the Municipal Systems Act, King IV, the
International Financial Reporting Standards, the Millennium
Development Goals, and the broad-based black economic
empowerment (BBBEE) code.

Table1: Internal and External Materiality
Material issues are embedded into the company’s
processes in at least the following four ways that ensure
efficiency and impact:
•

Strategy: To feed into ongoing strategy
development by highlighting rapidly emerging
issues and enabling them to be factored into
strategy development and possibly addressed as
business opportunities, rather than ignored until
they become business risks.

•

Performance: To promote internal understanding
of the link between environmental, social, and
governance issues and business performance. The

materiality determination provides a link between
issue experts and strategic and operational
managers.
•

Stakeholder engagement: To provide a
framework
to
design
stakeholder
engagement strategies and a powerful tool to
help identify opportunities for dialogue and
collaboration.

•

Reporting: To determine the scope of
reporting and other communications so that
they are more strategically aligned and useful
to external stakeholders.
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1.3. Assurance Statement
The BCMDA’s executive management, internal audit unit, and the Audit and Risk Committee have reviewed and assessed
the entity’s integrated annual report for 2018/19 to ascertain whether minimum disclosure requirements were adhered to in
terms of the following:

Integrated reporting framework

MFMA: Circular 63 Annual Reporting Requirements

Ethical leadership and corporate citizenship

Chairperson’s foreword and executive summary

Boards and directors
Board independence
Board reporting
Board’s performance
Board committees
Directors’ remuneration

Governance
Governance structures
Intergovernmental relations
Public accountability participation
Supply chain management,
By-laws and oversight committees
Risk management
Anticorruption and fraud
Disclosure of financial interests

Audit and Risk Committee
Finance competence
Audit and Risk Committee performance

Service delivery

The governance of risk

Organisational development performance

Compliance with laws, codes, rules and
standards

Financial performance

Internal audit
Assessment of governance risk, management
ethics and internal control processes

Appendices and annual financial statements

Governing stakeholder relationships
Integrated reporting disclosure
Financial disclosure
Sustainability disclosure
Integrated reporting philosophy
Table 2: Minimum Disclosure Requirements

1.4. Board Responsibility and Approval
The directors are responsible for the preparation, integrity
and fair presentation of the financial statement of the entity.
The financial statements presented in Chapter 8 have been
prepared in accordance with Generally Recognised
Accounting Practice and include amounts based on
judgements and estimates made by management.
The directors are responsible for the preparation of the
other information in the integrated annual report and are
responsible for both its accuracy and consistency with the
financial statements. The going concern basis has been
adopted in preparing the financial statements. The directors

have no reason to believe that the entity will not be a going
concern in the foreseeable future based on the forecast and
available cash resources. Refer to the Directors’ report in
Chapter 8 with regard to the appropriateness of the going
concern assumption for the preparation of the financial
statements.
The financial statements were approved by the Board of
Directors on 29 November 2019 and signed on its by Mr T.
Bonakele.

2. Bcmda Leadership- The Year Under Review

2.1. Foreword by Executive Mayor
We have finished yet another exciting year since the launch
of the Buffalo City Metropolitan Development Agency
(BCMDA) as a principal business entity of the municipality.
We are pleased that the leadership of the organisation has
managed to transform the organisation into an agile stateowned company and credible business entity.
This is owed to their shared understanding of the
organisation’s mandate in the overall transformation of our
city; its economy, institutions and the development of its
people. The launch of the BCMDA happened almost the
same time with the adoption of the Metro Growth and
Development Strategy (MGDS), vision 2030 which aims to
create a city that is well-governed, spatially transformed,
innovative, green and globally connected.
Part of the success of the agency is owed to its proper
adoption of the MGDS and its alignment of its overall
strategy with this visionary economic development blueprint
of our City. The agency has thus been successful in
extending the capability of the municipality with respect to
the identification, planning and implementation of
development projects in the metro.
Strides have been made in the management and
commercialisation of our land and properties in our Metro
with the Court Crescent and Water World Projects being the
initial flagship projects in this regard. There are many other

exciting designs that the agency has done which will clearly
attract investors into the expansion of our productive
capacity as a city and also increasing our tourism potential.
These initiatives will clearly contribute to the social and
economic development of the people of Buffalo City.
The year 2020 will see the construction of the Court
Crescent and the Water World Projects. This is a decisive
milestone for an agency which is still very young. The
agency is already part of the war on litter in partnership with
the Department of Environmental Affairs where it has
received an allocation of R9.2 Million. This project assisted
to employ 199 young people in our Metro who are
responsible for cleaning and greening Buffalo City Metro.
At the close of the year under review, we appointed a new
board of the agency which is inspired by the need to retain
experience whilst injecting new energy. We congratulate
the board and we are confident of its ability to govern the
agency and make it an even better institution of
development in our City.

____________
Cllr X Pakati
Executive Mayor
BUFFALO CITY METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

2.2. Chairperson’s Statement
I am pleased to present the BCMDA 2018-2019 Annual
Report. This report provides insight into the governance
and performance results of BCMDA.
Corporate Governance Mandate of the Board of
Directors
In its pursuit to create an equitable and just society through
improving the local economy, BCDMA operated under the
stewardship of the Board of Directors. This mandate is
derived from Chapter 13 of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa Act 108 of 1996, the Municipal Systems Act
32 of 2000, the Municipal Finance Management Act 56 of
2003 and the Companies Act 71 of 2008, with all the
relevant amendments and regulations. Various King Codes
of corporate governance enjoin the Board to promote and
inculcate a culture of discipline, transparency,
independence, accountability, fairness, responsibility, and
social responsibility. The King IV report was more precise
in directing the Board to lead ethically, create an ethical
culture, create public value,
meaningfully report
performance, be custodians of corporate governance,
ensure delegation, evaluate performance, govern risk,
govern technology, ensure compliance with applicable
laws, remunerate fairly, create an effective control
environment and adopt stakeholder-inclusive approaches.
The Board plays these roles on behalf of the municipal
Council of the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality
(BCMM).
Board Functionality
These responsibilities are reduced into a Board Charter and
terms of reference of its sub-committees. The Board
reviews these frameworks annually to ensure their
continued relevance and alignment with good corporate
governance principles. All the scheduled meetings and the
resolutions of the Board and the sub-committees took place
and were implemented, respectively. Management was
able to account in all these platforms for the implementation

of the agency’s programs and the utilization of resources.
On the other hand, the Board underwent its annual
governance training, to ensure that all members are well
vest with their roles and responsibilities. It was also
meticulous in ensuring that management reported against
the annual performance plan (APP), annual budget and
performance agreements. Regular feedback to the
shareholder was given quarterly. The policies of the agency
were reviewed and approved by the Board. Deserving
employees were rewarded performance bonuses, as the
financial report will show. In all its engagements with
management this Board has emphasised the centrality of
continuous performance improvement.
Additionally, this Board has worked well with the Audit
Committee of BCMDA to oversee risk management, the
control environment and broadly financial management of
BCMDA. The Chairperson of Audit Committee (AC), who
sits as an ex-officio member of the Board, reported
regularly to Board about the work of the AC. These reports
also showed the Board the consistent role played by
Internal Audit (IA) in improving the internal control
environment of the agency. AC’s oversight of IA cannot be
overstated. The Board also observed and welcomed the
positive attitude of management in responding to the
findings of IA and external audit. It was this attitude and
collaboration that has seen consistent unqualified audit
results at BCMDA. It was also pleasing to note that no fraud
or corruption was found by both audits. However, AC has
highlighted that the agency maturity level for combined
assurance has room for improvement. Another area of
improvement was the raising of the ICT function to the
strategic level despite the notable progress registered by
management in improving ICT control environment.
The year under review also coincided with the end of the
term of the Board. I would like to thank these dedicated
ladies and gentlemen that I have served with for the support
and firm stewardship that they have provided to the
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Agency. As a board we have worked very hard to ensure
that the requisite governance and accounting systems were
in place and successively received unqualified audit
outcomes.

constant communication, strategic
expediting decision making.

Strategic Planning

While the business is still in its formative stages, it strives
to become a better corporate citizen. To this end, BCMDA
supported 4 non-profit organisations (NPOs) such as the
Lathitha Development Center, which operates in the East
London central business district. Lathitha provides skills
training and development programmes to the unemployed
so that they can become self-reliant and valued members
of society. The agency also supported projects in Bisho
and Berlin , which are respectively the Inspire Foundation
Group Africa, and the Empilisweni HIV and Aids Orphans
Care Center. The Inspire Foundation Group Africa was a
youth-led organisation focusing on narrowing the education
gap of disadvantaged youth through educational
interventions. Empilisweni HIV and Aids Orphans Care
Center provided treatment and material assistance to
orphans and vulnerable children and individuals and
families who were impacted by HIV and Aids. The fourth
NPO the agency supported was the Institute of Training and
Education for Capacity Building (ITEC), the NPO provides
training for child caregivers in order to ensure that they
assist with good quality early childhood development.

The Board set for its annual strategy review session as
planned and ensured its alignment to the National
Development Plan (NDP), Provincial Growth and
Development Strategy (PGDS) and Municipal Growth and
Development Strategy (MGDS). This resulted in an
updated five-year strategic plan and formulation of the APP.
Both documents were approved by Board. In this reporting
period the Board asked management to increase its focus
on rural development as the BCMM is largely rural.
Management has started this work and in future reports this
is going to gain prominence. Both the Board and the
shareholder induced urgency in the implementation of
capital projects and crowding in of property development
investors. It is pleasing to observed that management
heeded this call, as reflected in the prominence of these
areas in the strategicplan and APP. However, overall, the
Board is pleased with the performance of management in
implementing the strategic plan and APP.
Stakeholder Relations
BCMDA is guided by the following values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

performance
professionalism
integrity
quality
accountability
transparency.

The annual report is an essential instrument for
accountability, transparency, communication and reporting
to the stakeholder base of the company. Stakeholder value
realisation is an integral part of BCMDA’s responsibilities. It
is vital to the business’s sustainability and future
partnerships. To this end BCDMA continued to engage
citizens of BCMM through the consultative structures of the
shareholder such as the Municipal Public Accounts
Committee (MPAC) Public Hearings that were held in
Zwelitsha during the year under review. Regularly, BCMDA
shared progress and information on the municipality’s
communication platforms. The agency’s outreach initiatives
also included mobilising the public and private sector
partners, notable examples of this were the Presidential
National Good Green Deeds Campaign, which was
launched at Sisa Dukashe Stadium in Mdantsane. The
Agency also hosted the BCMM’s Annual Investment
Conference interfacing with current and prospective
investors. The Agency is grateful for the continued support
and professional relationship it enjoys with the shareholder.
It acknowledges the value added by the Municipality and
the abovementioned fora have helped in maintaining

alignment

and

Corporate Social Responsibility

Performance culture and management accountability
Building shareholder value is an all-time responsibility for
BCMDA. This permeates all areas of performance and
some of these included the mobilisation of R 13 million from
the DEFF for a waste management programme that has
targeted 8 hotspots in the coastal region of the metro. This
work should spread beyond the coastal region and take root
in the midland and inland regions of the metro.
Furthermore, through the efforts of BCMDA, South African
Breweries committed R 3 million to a recycling project in
Mdantsane. These projects, while still relatively small in
magnitude, open the path for possible innovation in waste
management and the Agency’s financial suitability.
The infrastructure development of Water World I and Court
Crescent public open spaces are fully funded by the
Municipality. It is anticipated that construction of these
projects will take place in the 2019-2020 financial year, as
all the planning approvals were received this year. Through
these projects the Municipality has pioneered the
investment drive and is leading from the front, in turn this
has created private sector confidence in investing in the
metro. Building on this, the Agency is aggressively
attracting investment into the City. It has adopted a turnkey
investment approach for the BCMM allocated land parcels.
Turnkey investment places the responsibility for project
design, capital raising, property development and
management in the hands of the developer, whilst
minimizing the exposure of the municipality. Projects
targeted with this approach included the Sleeper Site,
Seaview Terrace, Water-World II and Marina Glan A
development programs.

The Agency continued to respond to risks associated with
under staffing. To this end I am pleased to report that a
Manager for Investment Promotion and Tourism
Development and a Programme Manager for Development
Facilitation were recruited. These two incumbents will
enhance the Agency’s service delivery capabilities.
Conclusion
This Board can, with confidence, conclude that it is passing
on the baton of a well-functioning business, that is poised

for accelerated delivery on its mandate and capable of
providing world class tourism infrastructure as well as
deliver socio economic projects.

__ _____________
Mr. T Bonakele
Board Chairperson
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2.3. Chief Executive Officer’s Report
BCMDA achieved 41 targets out of a
total of 51, that were set out in the
Annual Performance Plan for the
2018-19 Financial year, which
translates to a performance level of
88%. This performance confirms that
the agency has completed the
foundational
phase
of
its
development. It is now entering a
growth phase, that will be marked by
a culture of sustained high
performance and rapid learning.
Such a shift is timely for a city that
desperately needs high levels of
economic growth.
The Buffalo City Metropolitan
Municipality (BCMM), as the sole
shareholder, continued to offer
unwavering support and strategic
guidance to the Agency. This yielded
consistent and efficient decisionmaking as well as programmatic
alignment. Additionally, shareholder
leadership and active participation
was felt by the Board of BCMDA in
strategic planning. Through various
engagements, the Board, with
shareholder contribution, revised and
adopted the following goals:
• Goal 1: A financially viable and
fully
capacitated
agency
delivering its mandate efficiently
and effectively.
• Goal 2: A dynamic tourist
destination through infrastructure
investment and promotion.

• Goal 3: Acquire, plan, develop
and manage land and buildings.
• Goal 4: The facilitation and
delivery of socio-economic
development programmes.
• Goal 5: Project preparation,
packaging and investment
facilitation
Goal 1: A financially viable and
fully capacitated agency
delivering its mandate efficiently
and effectively.
This goal included performance of
financial management, corporate
services and governance functions.
The Agency achieved 35 out of 41
annual targets in goal one. Notable
achievements
included
the
successful implementation of all
recommendations from the Auditor
General, and 13 out of 14 Internal
Audit
recommendations.
This
reflected continuous improvement in
financial management. Whilst the
company received an unqualified
audit opinion, it remained challenged
with spending its capital budget.
However, the overall financial health
was still good. The now resolved
challenges in commencing with the
capital projects curtailed the agency
from realizing revenue for project
management fees. There is a positive

outlook in this regard for the next
financial year.
Other
performance
highlights
included the filling of all funded
vacant positions. In this regard the
Agency was pleased to welcome the
Programme
Manager
for
Development Facilitation as well as a
Manager for Investment Promotion
and Tourism Development. The
internship programme was fully
implemented with a total of 6 interns
appointed. Additional information
technology systems that were
implemented include the Enterprise
Master System Plan and the
Enterprise Backup and recovery
solution. This Improved the Risk
Management universe of BCMDA.
The agency also achieved 100 %
adherence to Occupational Health
and Safety Act 85 of 1993. Some of
the notable developments in this front
included the appointment and training
of first aid officials and the
establishment of a Health and Safety
Committee (SHE).
BCMDA is increasing its maturity
levels in compliance and risk
management. This is evident from
strong governance systems. The
Board of Directors is functional and
effective as reflected by the
implementation of all board
resolutions. All Board committees
and Audit Committee are fully
operational and continue to oversee
and guide the management of the

agency. The risk profile remains
largely healthy. A total of 10 strategic
risks were identified and managed in
the year under review. Out of these 6
have been identified as low risk. By
the end of the financial year 3
strategic risks were at a moderate
level, with only one risk;
“Transformation of municipal open
spaces” being at a critical level, this is
referring to the capital projects
discussed hereunder.
Goal 2: A dynamic tourist
destination through infrastructure
investment and promotion
Goal two was aimed at contributing to
the development of BCMM’s tourism
sector. The goal was an important
component of the agency’s service
delivery mandate, as per the
Memorandum of Incorporation (MoI).
The agency only achieved 60% of its
targets under this goal. Some of the
notable achievements included the:
• Formation of a strategic
partnership with the Human
Sciences Research Council
(HSRC) to support the Agency
with the development of the
Tourism
Infrastructure
Masterplan (TIM) and strategy.
• Development of the TIM strategy,
which proposed that BCMM’s
tourism must be premised on
place-making that is anchored on
heritage
tourism.
Heritage
Tourism Infrastructure must be
developed by BCMDA on behalf
of BCMM using the local heritage
content for influencing the design
and content offerings. TIM
proposed that a total of six
heritage tourism routes should be
developed in Quigney, Inner City,
Duncan Village, Mdantsane,
Zwlitsha-King Williams TownGinsberg and Dimbaza.
• Consultation with stakeholders
for the formulation of the TIM
strategy. These included, the
DEDEAT led Provincial Tourism
Steering Committee as well as
the Boarder Kei Chamber of
Commerce’s
Tourism
Committee.

Regular
engagement
with
stakeholders
through
the
conventional media, social media,
public gatherings and focused
workshops have
strengthened
BCMDA’s
public
image.
Notwithstanding this progress, more
advocacy and education on the
mandate and role of the agency in the
market is still required.
Goal 3: Acquire, Plan Develop and
Manage Land and Buildings
Goal three formed another core
mandate for BCMDA. It was focused
on property development and had 5
annual targets. Three of these were
achieved, namely the Development
of a BCMM Business Improvement
District Strategy (BIDS), the
implementation
of
the
City
Improvement District (CID) project
and the Integrated Beachfront
Programme (IBP).
Business Improvement District
Strategy
The BIDS was developed through
the partnership with HSRC and was
endorsed by the Board in June 2019.
The same was presented to BCMM
as part of the Built Environment
Performance Plan (BEPP) to align
planning. Lastly, the document was
submitted to National Treasury for
potential funding. This BIDS was
centred on Buffalo City’s “University
Town” character. BCMM was home
to the satellite campuses of the
Universities of Fort Hare, Walter
Sisulu, Unisa and Nelson Mandela. It
also is home to the Buffalo City FET
College and various private higher
education institutions. This yielded a
quantitatively significant student
population. Associated with this is a
vibrant knowledge economy, that
remains untapped. The components
of BIDS included the following pillars:
• Spatial planning and
coordination
• Community Safety
• Communications
• Recreation and Culture
• Transport

• Property Development
City Improvement District: Safety
and Security Project
Whereas the City Improvement
District (CID) urban management
methodology is wide ranging,
BCMDA selected safety and security
as the starting point for
implementation. A Safety and
Security project was implemented in
the East London beachfront through
the appointment of Falcolux Security
Services. During the year under
review the company employed 14
officers for this project with 4 per shift
patrolling the beachfront. This was a
24-hour (2 shifts) service rolled out
for the year. The security service acts
as a deterrent for petty-crimes,
robberies, pickpocketing, and other
similar crimes, whilst also assisting
with
accidents,
medical
emergencies,
and
general
information to any member of the
public and tourists. This project
resulted in a decrease in criminal
activities. Students and women were
some of the beneficiaries of the
project. Plans were in place to
expand this project to the CBD and
Southernwood.
Integrated Beachfront Programme
BCMDA formulated an Integrated
Beachfront Programme (IBP) 2019.
The IBP had two components namely
an assessment of public amenities in
various beaches on BCMM’s
coastline and a business case for a
waterfront development at the East
London harbour. The former was
aimed at the gradual improvement of
the public amenities and the latter at
promoting major investment in the
harbour for a mixed-use precinct. The
IBP plan was submitted to the
Board’s Project Development and
Investment Committee (PDIC) and
the Board in May 2019, both
endorsed it. BCMDA worked closely
with the Transnet National Port
Authority (TNPA) in the development
of the waterfront business case. This
proposed catalytic development
included Latimer’s Landing and
Signal Hill, and was estimated at
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R10Bn. BCMDA, BCMM and TNPA
submitted the proposal to the
Transnet Board for its approval and
was still waiting for formal feedback.
Capital Projects: Water World and
Court Crescent
Another component of this goal was
the upgrade of the Water World
waterpark in Westbank and Court
Crescent park in Quigney. These
projects took time to reach the
implementation stage due to several
city-planning procedures, approvals,
and regulatory requirements. At the
end of the financial year
Environmental Impact Assessments
(EIAs) had been completed as well as
the geotechnical studies for both
projects. The year also ended on a
positive note with the appointment of
construction project management
consultants for both these projects.
The commencement of construction
was planned for 2019-20 financial
year.
Goal 4: Facilitation and Delivery of
Socio-Economic Benefits within
BCMM
Goal 4 was aimed at improving the
socio-economic leaving conditions of
citizens, providing skills development
for previously disadvantaged and
vulnerable groups, as well as
stimulating enterprise development.
This work was implemented in
partnership
with
BCMDA
stakeholders. For the particular year
under review, this goal had two
annual targets, namely:
• Implementation of the
Department of Environmental
Affairs (DEA) Waste
Management Project and
• Support to 5 Non-Profit
Organisations (NPOs)
Waste Management Project
Eight sites were identified for project
implementation, these included
amongst others, three sites in
Mdantsane, a site in Duncan Village
as well as in Southernwood. At the
end of the reporting period
the
project had been able to create 168

much needed jobs. This project
positioned the Agency well and led to
several partnerships in fighting the
challenges of waste management. A
notable achievement to this end was
the Agency’s instrumental role in
planning and supporting the launch
of the Presidential Good Greed
Deeds Programme in BCMM.
Corporate Social Investment
Integral to good governance is a
company’s role as a corporate
citizen. In this regard, BCMDA
supported 4 NPOs from a pool of
proposals submitted by the public.
The annual target was to support 5
NPOs, however only 4 were
compliant with the BCMDA criteria.
The qualifying NPOs were the;
Inspire Foundation Group Africa,
Empilisweni HIV and Orphans Care
Center, Lathitha Development Care
Center and the Institute of Training
and Education for Capacity Building.
The
selection
process
was
transparent and relied on the quality
of submissions.
Goal 5: Project Preparation,
Packaging and Investment
Facilitation
The programme is expected to
contribute significantly to the
agency’s financial sustainability
strategy. BCMM’s commitment to
fund the development Water World
and Court Crescent sent a positive
signal to the market and created the
necessary appetite for further
investment. The City has also
allocated of the following land parcels
for development:
•
•
•
•
•

Marina Glen A,
Seaview Terrace,
Sleeper Site,
Water World phase 2 and
Victoria Grounds in King
Williams Town.

The Agency mobilised investment
into these properties using the
principles
of
public
private
partnerships. These partnerships
were intended to be in the form of
long-term leases for investors that

can develop and manage catalytic
mixed-use properties. This risksharing strategy enabled the BCMM
to derive financial return with minimal
financial
exposure,
whilst
simultaneously sweating its assets.
In pursuit of this momentous task the
agency appointed a team of
Transactional Advisors and Fund
Originators as panels for investor
mobilisation.
This program also focussed on two
annual performance targets, namely:
• Hold one Investment Conference
and
• Review 25% of the Cities
International Trade Agreements.
These targets were achieved and will
influence the Agency’s investment
promotion programme for the
upcoming year. The Investment
Conference revealed some of the
blockages to investment in the Metro.
These ranged from crime and grime,
the need for transparency in rates
and billing by the city, as well as the
ongoing brain drain that is facing the
city.
Apart from the above stated targets
the Agency also played an
instrumental role in supporting the
BCMM’s
Local
Economic
Development
and
Agencies
Department
through
active
participation in several inbound and
outbound investment missions.
Mercedes-Benz
South
Africa
continues to be a blue-chip strategic
investor in the city. The Agency is
excited about the R 10 billion
investment into the East London plant
that was announced in the inaugural
South African Investment Conference
in November 2018. The agency will
continue to consolidate work in this
space which also includes the
broader auto sector value chain.
China is emerging as another critical
investment potential partner for
BCMM.
Several
investment
opportunities
in
real-estate
development, renewable energy, ecommerce, smart-city development
and tourism development have

already been identified by the various
business missions.
Focus for the new Financial Year
The next financial year will be a
period of consolidating business
efficiency and improving the
performance culture. More attention
will be given to risk management and
compliance maturity. Furthermore,
BCMDA is entering a growth phase
with about six capital projects in the
horizon. This phase will require
agility, depth in skills and ability to
fast-track
investment
decision

making between BCMM and
investors. Not to be left behind is the
focus
on
local
economic
empowerment. Many stakeholders
have expressed their confidence in
BCMDA in this regard. Another focus
area will be the implementation of the
Tourism Infrastructure Masterplan.
This should be a catalyst for township
economic revitalisation.

the
Shareholder,
for
this
management is eternally grateful.
Hopefully, these results provide the
reader with useful insights on the
work of the BCMDA, its prospects
and levels of accountability.

_________________
In conclusion, BCMDA would not
have achieved all these targets
without the support of the Board and

Mr. Bulumko Nelana
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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2.4. Chief Financial Officer’s Report
The Agency had an approved budget of R71.6 million,
which includes an operational budget of R46.6 million and
capital expenditure budget of R25 million. From the R46.6
million operational budget R34.3 million was an allocation
from its parent municipality, Buffalo City Metropolitan
Municipality, herein referred to as BCMM. The performance

of the Agency as reflected within this report represents the
actual performance against the budget for the twelve
months ended 30 June 2019, with regard to both
operational and capital expenditure.
The table below reflects the summarised financial
performance for the period under review. In this period the
Agency reported a surplus of R 2.5 million.

Financial Performance as at 30 June 2019
Description

Approved
Budget
(2018/19) Rands

Approved
Adjusted
Budget

Budget year to - date

Year to date
actual

Variance

% Variance

Revenue

71 647 000

57 552 558

57 552 558

33 916 792

23 635 766

41%

BCMM Grant Operational

34 324 300

34 324 300

34 324 300

29 847 217

4 477 083

13%

BCMM Grant –
Capital Projects

25 000 000

12 000 000

12 000 000

490 958

11 509 042

96%

Waste Management
Grant (DEA)

10 493 883

10 493 885

10 493 885

2 467 821

8 026 064

76%

0

8 087

8 087

22 843

-14 756

182%

Own Revenue

1 828 817

726 286

726 286

1 087 953

-361 667

50%

Expenditure

71 647 000

57 552 558

57 552 558

31 380 329

26 172 229

45%

Employee Related

17 612 315

16 520 966

16 520 966

14 983 553

1 537 413

9%

General Expenditure

15 259 052

16 165 807

16 165 807

11 691 451

4 474 356

28%

DEA Expenditure

11 483 885

10 493 885

10 493 885

2 472 821

8 021 064

76%

Capital Project
Expenditure

25 000 000

12 000 000

12 000 000

490 958

11 509 042

96%

2 291 750

2 371 900

2 371 900

1 741 546

630 354

27%

R0

R0

R0

2 536 463

-2 536 463

LGSETA Grant

Capital Expenditure
(Other)
Surplus/Deficit

Revenue
From the revenue sources depicted in the table above, an overall 59% has been recognised as revenue for the period
ended 30 June 2019. This is below the expected 100%. Reasons for this are outlined below:
•

There’s 96% under-collection on BCMM capital projects grant. The capital projects budget funding will be received on
a re- imbursive arrangement with the City, wherein the Agency will submit claims based on invoices received from
contractors and receive the same from BCMM as a grant. Only one claim was made during the quarter for both Water
World and Court Crescent development, hence the 4% revenue recognition in June 2019.

•

Own revenue is mainly made up of interest received from the bank, project management fees. Actual revenue is 50%
over budget because the project management fees relating to the capital projects were billed to the City. This was
calculated as 8% of invoices received and the total cost of the design and planning work that was concluded.

•

The Agency received the first tranche of the DEA grant on the 1 st March 2019 in relation to EC- Waste Management.
An amount of R2.4 million was transferred to revenue as the conditions on expenditure have been met.

Expenditure
There’s overall under expenditure of 45% emanating mainly from the following:
•
•
•

Only 4% expenditure was incurred on capital projects. As mentioned in the revenue section above, only one claim was
received in during the financial year, because capital projects commenced in May 2019.
There was 28% variance on general expenditure line item resulting from delayed expenditure on items carrying huge
budget within general expenses; e.g Transactional Advisors’.
There was 27% variance on expenditure on other capital items. This is due to office relocation that was planned to
take place during the financial year, however was deferred to 2019/20 financial year. Procurement for these items
could not commence without determining the preference of furniture to be procured.
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3. Corporate Profile and Strategic Overview
3.1. Vision statement
A city that is more welcoming and competitive with ample opportunities
to invest, work, play and live.

3.2. Mission statement
Building a better Buffalo City through facilitating and undertaking
development initiatives for the benefit of all the citizens of the city.

3.3. Values
As BCMDA we will strive to perform our functions in a professional
and transparent manner guided by the highest levels of integrity
whilst delivering high quality products and services and accountable
to our stakeholders. The BCMDA has therefore defined the following
guiding values in its operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance
Professionalism
Integrity
Quality
Accountability
Transparency

3.4. Mandate
In 2011, the Buffalo City Municipality attained a metropolitan status
and this subsequently led to a revising of the organisational structure
to align to the metro requirements. This resulted in the incorporation
of BCMDA, with a new mandate. The primary mandate of the Buffalo
City Metropolitan Development Agency is to:
•

Attract investors into Buffalo City,

•

Increase economic growth through tourism, economic &
social development &

•

Property management and commercialisation.

The mandate was approved by the council on 11 December 2015 and
can be summarised in the figure below.

1

2

3

Economic & Social
Development

Tourism

Property Management
& Commercialisation

To conceptualise, plan
and execute catalytic
socio-economic
development project

To serve as a
tourism agency of
the Municipality

Figure 1. Approved BCMDA mandate

To acquire,
own, and
manage land
and buildings
and/or rights to
land and
buildings
necessary to
In approving the mandate of the BCMDA, the enable
Buffalo itCity
to Metropolitan
Municipality Council also resolved that the Agency
shallitsbeaims
empowered to
achieve
take any such actions within its scope of authority
to further its mandate,
and objectives

including, but not limited to:
•

To conduct regular communications with all stakeholders.

•

To launch, manage and/or monitor any study that may be necessary
to further the objectives of the Agency.

•

To negotiate, enter into and administer contracts in furtherance of its
objectives.

•

To collect income, raise, receive and hold funds, or receive
guarantees, from any lawful source, for the purposes of the BCMDA
and to manage administer and disburse those funds in pursuance of
the objects of the BCMDA and for administrative purposes in
accordance with the terms and conditions determined by the
BCMDA.

•

To conduct and operate any financial assistance, subsidy or incentive
Programme necessary to ensure the most advantageous
development projects for the Municipality.

3.5. Strategic Goals
As part of its planning processes the BCMDA assesses its strategic
position in line with the prevailing conditions within the developmental
context of the city, the province and the country at large. These planning
sessions are conducted between management and the board as well as
the Metro, as the current sole shareholder, for this 2018/19 financial year
the following outcome orientated goals were adopted by the Agency:
Goal 1: A financially viable and fully capacitated agency delivering its
mandate efficiently & effectively.
Goal 2: A dynamic tourist attraction destination through infrastructure
investment & promotion.
Goal 3: Acquire, plan, develop and manage land and buildings
Goal 4: The facilitation and delivery of socio-economic development
programmeaging and investment facilitation
Goal 5: Project preparation, packaging and investment
facilitation
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Creation of
dynamic tourist
destinations through
infrastructure and
investment
promotion

A stable, financially
viable and fully
capacitated agency
delivering it’s mandate
and effectively

Acquire, plan,
develop and
manage land and
buildings
Project
preparation,
packaging and
investment
facilitation

Acquire, plan,
develop and
manage land and
buildings

Figure 2: BCMDA Strategic Goals

3.6. Business Model
The business model of the Agency is premised on the delivery of 13 strategic objectives which are derived from the 5
strategic goals noted in figure 2 which in turn are aligned to the Metro Growth and Development Strategy 2030. The Agency
ensures alignment between the Metro’s Growth Strategy and its strategic outcomes.
BCMDA Outcome
Oriented Goal Defined

Strategic
Goal Ref

A stable, financially viable
and fully capacitated
agency delivering its
mandate efficiently and
effectively

SG1

A dynamic tourist
destination through
infrastructure investment
and promotion

SG2

MGDS 2030
A well governed city

Innovative and productive
city

Strategic Objective
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial sustainability.
Organisational alignment to mandate
Efficient and effective Information Technology
and Knowledge Management service
Equitable and sound Corporate Governance
Efficient and Effect8ve Corporate Services
Effective Board Secretariat and legal support
Tourism opportunities exploited in high value
products

A spatially transformed city Acquire, plan, develop
and manage land and
buildings

SG3

•
•

Inner City Regeneration
A well-developed beachfront

A green city

The facilitation and
delivery of socioeconomic development
programmes

SG4

•

Job Creation & Economic Development

A connected city

Project preparation,
packaging and
investment facilitation

SG 5

•

Facilitation and promotion of investment activities
within Buffalo City
Transport and Logistics industrial network that
supports economic growth.
Facilitation of SMME Development and Funding

•
•

Table3: Basis for bases model

3.7. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis
The management and staff undertook a strategic planning session during the second quarter of the 2018-2019 financial
year, this process also included undertaking an assessment and reflection on the 5-year strategy of the Agency (Strategy
for 2019/20 – 2023/24). This process culminated in the Special Board Strategic Session that was held on the third quarter.
Table four outlines the identified strengths, weaknesses opportunities and threats assessment.
STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WEAKNESSES
•

Vibrant organisation that encourages innovative thinking.
Proven capability to deliver.
Experienced Executive Team and Board.
Quick decision making.
Broad mandate to drive job creation Ability to establish
partnerships.
Maintained Unqualified Audit
Governance Framework in place
5 Year Strategy in place
Continuity in the Board composition through retention of
majority membership(majority)

•
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University City
Strong culture & heritage of the location.
Automotive Industry providing employment.
Establish strategic partnerships
After-care investment Programme.
Access to funds through grants & other revenue pools.
To re-industrialize BCMM
To support local Cooperatives through economic empowerment.
Align the BCMDA to new Government initiatives such as
Oceans Economy, Reindustrialisation & National Government
Investment Drive
To mobilize resources from other Departments that can fund
key programmes of the Agency.
Improvement of Communication Strategy
Access skills in the market through Skills Funding
Availability of land for Development.
Alignment of the BCMDA to the Smart City Concept

Lack of current capacity to deliver on big projects
(i.e. resources, both human & financial).
Lack of diverse sources of funds – dependent on
municipal funding.
Blurred lines of Accountability & Communication
between BCMDA & BCMM.
Dependent upon municipality for key outcomes e.g.
approvals, land etc.
Limited marketing budget & limited knowledge of the
brand.
Approved Organisational structure not adequately
funded.

THREATS
•
•
•
•

Funding & resource constraints.
Dependency on BCMM for operational funding.
Potential loss of current investors.
Competition from other Metropolitans – investors opt to
invest in other Metropolitans as a result of the high
cost to operate in BCMM.
•
Agency Capacity being overstretched (could lead to
implosion
•
Risk of Slow Decision-Making processes within the
SCM linked to Non-segregation of duties &
overstretched capacity
•
Slowing economy, may result in less Investment.
•
Shrinking Revenue Collection by the Metropolitan
•
Frequent Political changes may
undermine/compromise investor confidence in the city
•The Mandate of the BCMDA requires strong ‘Political Will’
to be realised

Table4: SWOT analysis
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R. Shaw
Chairperson of
The Audit Committee

S. Khondlo
Chairperson of the Organisational
Committee

N. Petela Ngcanga
Member of The Project Development
Committee / Governnace Committee

J. Badenhorst
Member of The Project Development &
InvestmentCommitee / Organisational Committee

4. Corporate Governance Statement
4.1. Corporate Governance Statement
Good Corporate governance is essentially about effective and ethical leadership by the BCMDA Board. It requires
leadership that is able to integrate decision-making,
business strategy and sustainability. It also calls for an
inclusive and collaborative approach with stakeholders, in
order to ensure effective engagement and in order to
ensure all stakeholder interests are considered in decisionmaking.
The Board ensures compliance with the King Code IV of
Corporate Governance practices and strives towards the
achievement of the following outcomes:
Ethical culture, Good performance, Effective control and
Legitimacy.
The Board consists of a majority of Non-Executive Directors
and one Executive Director which is the CEO. The Board
works collectively in executing its fiduciary duties effectively
and has maintained good and strong relations with the
Chief Executive Officer.
The BCMDA recognises that conducting its affairs with
integrity will ensure that the public and its parent
municipality, BCMM will have confidence in its work. To that
end the BCMDA’s Board of Directors and executive
management team subscribe to the governance principles
set out in the Code of Conduct for Directors referred to in
section 93L of the Municipal Systems Act, circular 63 of the
MFMA and the King IV Report on Corporate Governance
(King Code).
The Board also actively reviews and enhances the systems
of internal control and governance procedures in place to
ensure that the Agency is managed ethically and within
prudently determined risk parameters.

The BCMDA performs according to a service delivery
agreement and performance objectives set by the Buffalo
City Metropolitan Municipality. The BCMDA’s management
is accountable for strategic and operational matters to the
Board of Directors, which controls and maintains a fiduciary
relationship with the company. The BCMDA coordinates its
area-based development activities and other catalytic
interventions with BCMM and engages with functional
departments in the design and construction of infrastructure
assets.
The Board and management team are committed to the
principles of openness, integrity and accountability
advocated by the King Code principles. The internal audit
team provided regular feedback to the Audit and Risk
Committee, which is responsible for monitoring compliance
with the King Code. The entity applies the governance
principles contained in the King Code as far as it applies to
it and continues to further entrench and strengthen
recommended practices in its governance structures,
systems, processes and procedures. The Board of
Directors and Executives recognise and are committed to
the principles of openness, integrity and accountability
advocated by the King Code on Corporate Governance.
Through this process, shareholders and other stakeholders
may derive assurance that the entity is being ethically
managed according to prudently determined risk
parameters in compliance with generally accepted
corporate practices. Monitoring of the entity’s compliance
with the King Code on Corporate Governance forms part of
the Shareholder mandate. During the year under review the

T. Bonakele
Chairperson

M. Pango
Member of Organisational
Committee

C. Sangqu
Chairperson of Project Development
And Investment Committee

B. Nelana
Chief Executive Officer

entity has complied with the provisions of King IV Report on
Corporate Governance.
The Board is the focal point of the Agency and provides
effective leadership based on a principled foundation and
the entity subscribes to high ethical standards. Responsible
leadership, characterised by the values of responsibility,
accountability, fairness and transparency, has been a

The BCMDA, as an entity of BCMM has both social and
moral obligations to the citizens. The Board is responsible
for ensuring that the BCMDA protects, enhances and
invests in the economy, society and the natural
environment, and pursues its activities within the limits of
social, political and environmental responsibilities outlined
in international conventions on human rights.

defining characteristic of the entity since the company’s
establishment.

The Board is responsible for ensuring that the entity
complies with applicable laws and considers adherence to
non-binding rules, codes and standards. The company
secretary certifies that all statutory returns have been
submitted to the Registrar of Companies in terms of section
268(d) of the Companies Act. The internal audit team
provides assurance on the BCMDA’s compliance with laws
and regulations.

The fundamental objective has always been to do business
ethically while building a sustainable company that
recognises the short- and long-term impact of its activities
on the economy, society and the environment. In its
deliberations, decisions and actions, the board is sensitive
to the legitimate interests and expectations of the entity’s
stakeholders.

100% of Board
Resolutions
implemented

100% all
boardsecretariatfun
ctions&legalsupport
mattersweredealtwit
hasperlegislation.

100% litigation
matters attended to
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4.2. Board of Directors
The BCMDA has a single shareholder which is the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality (BCMM). For the current financial
year, the Board consisted of six (6) members whose term was effective from 01 February 2017 until 31 st January 2019, and
extended for a further period of 6 months whilst awaiting finalisation of the recruitment process.
The Board is constituted as follows:
•
•
•
•

Six non-executive Directors,
A Councillor & an official from BCMM who serve as non-participating observer members
The Chief Executive Officer
The Chief Financial Officer who is a permanent invitee.

The Board is the core of the Agency’s corporate governance architecture and is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing clear strategic Direction to the Agency;
Ensuring that appropriate management structures are in place;
Promoting a culture of ethical behaviour;
Entrenching sound corporate governance through an integrated governance structure; and
Compliance with all relevant laws, regulation and codes of practice.

MEMBER

CAPACITY

RACE

GENDER

QUALIFICATIONS/SKILLS/
EXPERTISE

Chairperson of the
Board

African

Male

Attorney/Regulator

Mr. Simphiwe Khondlo

Member

African

Male

Engineer

GC & PDIC Member
& OC Chairperson

Mr. Chuma Sangqu

Member

African

Male

Project manager

GC Member & PDIC
Chairperson

Ms. Nomalungelo Buela
Petelo-Ngcanga

Member

African

Female

Management

PDIC & GC

Mr. John Badenhorst

Member

White

Male

Teacher &Politician

OC & PDIC

Ms. Mankomo Ulyth Pango

Member

African

Female

Teacher & Politician

OC

Mr. Tembinkosi Bonakele

COMMITTEE
MEMBERSHIP
GC Chairperson

Table 5: Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of the Agency meets at regular intervals to monitor the implementation of the entity’s strategic
programmes by the executive management through a structured approach to reporting and accountability. It also sets the
strategic direction and monitors overall performance. All Board Committees are chaired by independent Non-Executive
directors.
The Board meets not less than four times a year to consider matters specifically reserved for its attention. The Board has
established three sub-committees namely Governance Committee (GC), Organisational Committee (OC) and the Project
Development and Investment Committee (PDIC). During the year under review, the Board met as per the schedule of
meetings below

4.2.1.

Board Meeting Schedule and Attendance
Date

T Bonakele

C Sangqu

S Khondlo

M Pango

J Badenhorst

N PetelaNgcanga

20 August 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

21 November 2018

Apology

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

17 January 2019

Apology

Yes

Apology

Yes

Yes

Yes

27 March 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

15 April 2019

Yes

Yes

Apology

Yes

Yes

Yes

24 May 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

21 June 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 6: Schedule of Audit Committee Meetings and Attendance for 2018/19 Financial Year

4.3. Board Committees
There are three Board committees, which are Governance Committee, Organisational Committee and the Project
Development and Investment Committee.
Their recommendations and reports to the Board ensure transparency and full disclosure of the Committee activities. Each
Committee carries out its duties within the terms of reference that define its composition, role, responsibility and delegated
authority.

4.4. Governance Committee Meeting Schedule & Attendance
Date of Meeting

T Bonakele

J Badenhorst

S Khondlo

N Petela-Ngcanga

13 December 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

5 April 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

21 June 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 6: Schedule of Governance Meetings & Attendance for 3rd & 4th Quarter

4.5. Organisational Committee Meeting Schedule & Attendance
Date of Meeting

S Kondlo

J Badenhorst

M Pango

20 August 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

9 November 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

13 December 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

27 February 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

06 May 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 7: Schedule of Organisational Committee Meetings & Attendance for 2018/19 Financial Year

4.6. Project Development & Investment Committee Meeting Schedule & Attendance
Date of Meeting

S Sangqu

J Badenhorst

S Khondlo

N Petela-Ngcanga

20 August 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

9 November 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

27 February 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

6 May 2019

Yes

Yes

Apology

Apology

Table 8: Schedule of Project Development & Investment Committee Meetings & Attendance for the 2018/19
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4.7. Financial Reporting
In terms of Section 87(11) of the MFMA the Agency is required to submit monthly financial reports to BCMM within 7 working
days after the end of every month. In addition, BCMDA submits quarterly performance reports to BCMM.
Board Remuneration for 2018/19
Board Members

Total

Mr T.K Bonakele

R 253 315.00

Mr. S.N Kondlo

R 206 225.00

Ms. N Petela-Ngcanga

R 250 137.00

Mr. C.T Sangqu

R 300 043.00

Ms. M.U Pango

R 318 371.00

Mr. J.H Badenhorst

R 321 565.00

Ms. L.E Simon-Ndzele

Nil
R 1 649 656.00

Table 9: Board Remuneration for 2018/19

4.8. EXCO Functionality
The function of Executive Committee (EXCO) is to drive the strategic direction of the organization. 9 EXCO Meetings were
held in 2018/19 financial year:
Q1
09 July 2018

Q2

Q3

Q4

11 October 2018

09 January 2019

16 April 2019

13 March 2019

20 May 2019

07 August 2018
13 September 2018

25 June 2019

Table 10: Schedule of EXCO Meetings for 2018/19
Special EXCO
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

30 October 2018

14 January 2019

12 June 2019

10 December 2018

05 March 2019

28 August 2018

14 March 2019

Table 11: Special EXCO for 2018/19
Executives

Total

Mr. Bulumko Nelana

R 2 417 084

Ms. Vicky Ntsodo

R 1 597 941

Mr. Eldrid Uithaler

R 1 430 498

Mr. Xola Jikela

R 1 369 628

Table 12: Executive renumeration 2018/19

4.9. Audit Function
With regards to the Audit Committee (AC), the Agency shares or utilises the Audit Committee of the parent municipality.
The AC members are as follows:
Name of Audit Committee Member and Status of Attendance
Date

R. Shaw

Y. Roboji

P. Ntuli

S. Sokutu

P. Mzizi

T. Zororo

21 August 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

Apology

12 November 2018

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

12 February 2019

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apology

Yes

Apology

10 May 2019

Yes

Apology

Yes

Yes

Apology

Yes

Table 12: Schedule of Audit Committee Meetings and Attendance for 2018/19 Financial Year

4.10. Roles and Responsibilities of the Audit Committee
•
•
•
•

Reviewing BCMDA’s internal controls and published financial reports for statutory compliance and against
standards of best practice and recommending appropriate disclosure to the Board.
Reviewing reports from management and the internal and external auditors, to provide reasonable assurance that
control procedures are in place and working as intended;
Considering the appointment of both the internal and external auditors, the audit fee and any questions of
resignation or dismissal of auditors;
Reviewing the half-yearly and annual financial statements before submission to the Board, focusing particularly
on any changes in accounting policies and practice

4.11. Role of the Company Secretary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring compliance to the provisions of company laws and rules made there-under and other statues and
policies of the Agency;
Ensuring that Business of the Agency is conducted in accordance with its objects as contained in Memorandum
of Incorporation (MOI);
Ensuring that the affairs of the Agency are managed in accordance with the provisions of the law;
Develop framework to ensure that the organisation complies with relevant statutes;
Preparing, approving and signing agreements, leases, legal forms, on behalf of the Agency when authorised;
Engaging legal advisors and defending the rights of the Agency in Courts of Law; and
Advising the Chief Executive and other executives in respect of legal matters.
The Company Secretary, ensures that s/he keeps up to date with the changes in pertinent legislation and
corporate governance matters in order for him/her to properly advise the Board Risk Management & Internal
Audit Function

Risk management is an integral part of good governance. It is a process whereby
•
•
•

There is a shared awareness and understanding within the organisation of the nature and extent of the risks it
faces, the categories and extent of those risks regarded as acceptable and the likelihood and potential impacts
of the risk materialising.
There is regular and ongoing identification, evaluation, management, monitoring, recording and reporting of risks
with a view of improving the organisation’s ability to manage and reduce the incidence or impact on the
organisation of risks that do materialise. The Risk register is updated on a regular basis.
An appropriate assessment is made of the costs of implementation and operating a particular control relative to
the benefit obtained in managing the related risk.

The BCMDA’s Board monitors risk through the Audit Committee, which ensures that there is an effective risk management
process and system in place. The committee recommends risk strategies and policies that need to be set, implemented
and monitored. The BCMDA Board is responsible for identifying, assessing and monitoring the risks presented by the Audit
Committee.
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The BCMDA has a risk management strategy, which follows an enterprise-wide risk management system in which all
identified risk areas are managed systematically and continuously on an on-going basis at departmental level. The risk
register is treated as a working risk management document because risks are constantly recorded and managed.
Management monitors and evaluates the implementation and efficiency of controls and actions to improve current controls
in the risk register.
The BCMDA submits its risk management reports to the Audit Committee. The committee assesses all risks affecting the
BCMDA and makes recommendations to the Chief Executive Officer and the board on the general effectiveness of risk
management processes in the BCMDA.
Risk identification and assessment is an on-going process. This process is supported by an on-going risk management
process at departmental level; and all employees are required to take ownership of risks that fall within their respective
areas of responsibilities. The risk management programmes and/or activities that were implemented during the 2018/2019
financial year are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Risks Management and Monitoring
Operational Risks Management and Monitoring
Audit Tracking Reports and Monitoring
Special Risk Training Workshop and Capacitation for all Staff
Code of Ethics Policy

The Board and the Audit Committee will continue to monitor the implementation of the documents listed above to ensure
that the organisation is proactive in addressing risks and strengthening its internal control environment

4.12. Strategic Risks
Strategic objective

1

Risk description at
Strategic Objective
level

Equitable and sound Non-adherence to
corporate
policies, procedures
governance
and legislative
prescripts

Existing controls

Existence of Induction
procedure

Existence of BCMDA's
Code of Conduct
Annual policy
awareness sessions
Non-compliance with
applicable policies,
regulations and/or
legislation

Actions to improve
management of the
risk
Annual review and
update of all policies

Existence of
Management oversite

All policies have been
updated.

Develop a policy to
enhance
consequence
management in
relation to irregular,
fruitless and wasteful
expenditure.

Existence of compliance Annual planning and
register
budgeting
Existence of policies

Status

Bi-annual policy
awareness
campaigns

Annual planning and
budgeting commenced six
months before the actual
submission date. Inputs are
sought from all divisions.

Implementation of
fraud prevention
policy
Inability to spend
allocated funds

Existence of annual
procurement plan
Existence of Project
Management
Framework and
procedures manual

Monthly reminders to Procurement plan is
Divisions to comply
monitored on a monthly
with procurement plan basis and where
expenditure is slow,
reasons thereof are sought
from divisions.
In certain instances,
adjustments are done
accordingly and processed

Strategic objective

Risk description at
Strategic Objective
level

Existing controls

Actions to improve
management of the
risk

Status

one the adjustments
process is concluded.
2

Adequate and
appropriately skilled
staff

Non-alignment of
organizational
structure to the
mandate

Approved organogram
Regular review of the
strategy and
organogram

Ensure financial
viability of the
organisation

The new structure has
been proposed and was
endorsed by Board.

Annual job reviewal
process

Limited funding for
organizational
organogram

Existence of partnership Annual job
agreements
enrichment process

Inability to retain
experienced and
qualified personnel

Existence of retention
and remuneration policy
Outsourced skills
Existing training and
skills development
policy and plan
Existence of
Performance
Management and
Development System
(PMDS)

3

Effective brand
management &
communication

Limited brand
positioning of the
BCMDA

Established media
partnerships

Lack of respect for the Existence of marketing
BCMDA brand by
and communications
strategic stakeholders strategy
Ineffective
communication of the
strategy and programs
of BCMDA to the
public and the City

Effective management
of design services
(Appointment of MDA
Consultants)
Existing collaborative
partnerships (TNPA,
IBC, BCMM)

4

Effective board
secretariat and legal
support

Non-implementation of Existence of resolution
board resolutions
register and board
follow-up
Exposure of the
Agency to nonExistence of Standard
compliance and
Operating Procedures
litigation and ill advise (SOP)

ICT embeded
Marketing and
Communication
Strategy

Challenges with budget
allocations are hampering
the effectives of effective
brand management and
communication.

Motivate for additional
HR and financial
resources
Established partnerships
with TNPA, ECDC and
Referral process (Like Invest Buffalo City.
minded SOE's)
Operational risk of a nonEnhancement of the functional website has
monitoring and
limited communication
evaluation process of capacity. EXCO is
the consultants
addressing this matter.
Motivate for more
budget and staffing
Skills gap training to
enhance job
performance

A request for more budget
and human resources in
the has been made.
In the interim due to budget
constraints an intern has
been appointed to enhance
human capacity.

Compromised
Existence of Board
effectiveness of
Annual Plan
corporate governance
structures
Board capacitation and
evaluation
Provision of electronic
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Strategic objective

Risk description at
Strategic Objective
level

Existing controls

Actions to improve
management of the
risk

Status

Continuous
engagements at
management and
board level aiming at
obtaining more
focused open space
management
projects.

Water World and Court
Crescent will see innovative
designs linked to a green,
spatially transformed and
innovative space.

Board and CEO's
engagement of the
City in pursuance of
the matters as
captured in the SDA

Agency will endeavor to
seek out new investors for
new land parcels.

communications
equipment
5

Transform municipal Non-implementation of Existence of a signed
open spaces
the intended
Service Delivery
development projects Agreement (SDA)
as per SDA
Continuous
Non-delivery of
engagements with the
stakeholder's
main shareholder.
expectations
Submission of funding
proposals for additional
projects (external)
Existence of approved
Financial Sustainability
Strategy

Implementation will start in
the new financial period.

Monthly reporting at
EXCO meetings
6

Inner City
Regeneration

Ineffective delivery of
projects in relation to
Inner City
Regeneration
No realizable
beautification and
safety improvement in
the Buffalo City
Metropolitan Area
Inadequate
implementation of
Inner City
Regeneration plans

7

A well- developed
beach front

8 Tourism
opportunities
exploited in high
value products

Continuous
engagements with
BCMM.
Approved City
Improvement District
(CID) concept by the
BCMDA board

Continuous
engagements with all
relevant stakeholders
aiming at obtaining
buy-inn.
Sleeper Site role
clarification and other
catalytic projects

Falcolux Safety and
Security Services has been
appointed and their
services at the beach front
has assisted in adding
value in relation to crime
reduction.

Signed agreement with
Invest Buffalo City (IBC)
on the Call2Action
Existence of live
projects

Non-implementation of Signed SDA with the
the intended
City and SLA with
development projects consultants (MDA)
as per SDA
Continuous
Non-delivery on
engagements with the
project implementation main shareholder.
programs
Adherence to works
Potential cancellation program (Project
of contract with
schedule)
service provider due to
poor and insufficient
Continued
services
engagements with
consultants to resolve
impasse and poor
performance

Immediate plan
should the
consultant’s
agreements be
cancelled
(Contingency plan)

Inability to attract
tourists and
investment
opportunities

Implementation of the
marketing strategy
which gives effect to
various partnerships

Develop a plan to
identify high impact
tourism value
partnerships

Inadequate strategic

Existing draft annual

The beach front projects
i.e. Water World and Court
Crescent are on track with
the appointment of the PM
Consultants and handover
from the Design team.

Intensify project
monitoring and
evaluation process

Ongoing process of
establishing partnerships
with entities that have a
mutual interest in tourism
development continues. A
Motivate for the filling highlight in this regard is

Strategic objective

Risk description at
Strategic Objective
level

Existing controls

Actions to improve
management of the
risk

partnerships to attain
high value tourism
products.

marketing plan to be
approved

of the position of
Manager: Investment
and Promotions

Status

the regular attendee of
Provincial Tourism Forum
as well as the Boarder
Chamber of Business
Tourism Committee
Appointment of Manger:
Investment Promotion and
Tourism Developed
achieved as well as the
approval by Board of the
funding of a post for
Project Manager: Tourism
Development. Achieved

9

Job Creation

Inability to create jobs
Inability to service the
mandate of the
Agency

10

Efficient and
effective information
technology and
knowledge
management
services

Continuous
engagements with the
main shareholder.

Request additional
funding from the
parent municipality.

Submission of funding
proposals for additional
projects

Secure additional
external funding and
partnerships

Compromised
continuity of the
Agency

Projects funded by
Engage stakeholders
external partners (DEA) to establish
collaborative projects
Perused agreements
with external partners

Loss of data in the
event of disaster or
system failure

Approved ICT
Governance
Framework.
Approved revised
organogram
Daily server backups
Active Directory
implementation
(Password Changes,
Username)

Implementation of
EDMS.
Development of
Disaster Recovery
Plan (DRP)
Motivate for
appropriate office
space

The DEA Waste
Management Project
commenced rollout with
168 employed participants.
The project is currently
implemented in 8 sites and
assists in cleaning the city
and reducing the amount of
waste to landfill sites.

Metrofile has been
appointed as the service
provider for implementation
of EDMS.
Disaster Recovery Plan has
been developed and
approved.

Approval of offsite
storage facility by the
City

Antivirus Protection
Firewall/Network
Security
Insurance of ICT assets
and data
Loss of institutional
memory

Shared Server/Folder
Implementation
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4.13. Corporate ethics and organisational
integrity
The BCMDA and its board subscribe to high ethical
standards and principles in line with the King Code. The
leadership provided by the board is characterised by the
values of responsibility, accountability, fairness and
transparency, and has been a defining characteristic of
the BCMDA since its establishment.

4.14. Code of conduct
The BCMDA’s code of conduct, which is fully endorsed by
the Board, applies to all directors and employees. The
code is consistent with schedule 1 of the Municipal
Systems Act and the provisions of the BCMM corporate
governance protocol for municipal entities. The code is
regularly reviewed and updated as necessary to ensure
that it reflects the highest standards of behaviour and
professionalism. Through its code of conduct, the BCMDA
is committed to:
•
•
•
•
•

The highest standards of integrity and behaviour
in all its dealings with its stakeholders and
society at large.
Fair commercial and competitive business
practices.
Eliminating discrimination and enabling
employees to realise their potential through
continuous training and skills development.
Taking environmental and social issues into
consideration.
Ensuring that all directors declare any direct or
indirect personal or business interest that might
adversely affect them in the proper performance
of their stewardship of the entity.

The code always requires all staff to act with the utmost
integrity and objectivity and in compliance with the law and
company policies . Failure to act in terms of the code
results in disciplinary action. The code is discussed with
each new employee as part of the induction process, and
all employees are asked to sign an annual declaration
confirming their compliance with the code. A copy of the
code is available to interested parties on request. Any
breach of the code is considered a serious offence and is
dealt with; accordingly, this acts as a deterrent. The
directors believe that ethical standards are being met and
are fully supported by the ethics programme.

4.15. Declaration of interest
In accordance with its code of conduct, the BCMDA
maintains a register of directors’ declarations of interests.
The register is updated annually and as and when each
director’s declared interests change. A register is
circulated at every Board and Board committee meeting
for the directors to declare any interest related to every
matter discussed at a particular meeting.

The BCMDA’s employee code of ethics and terms and
conditions of employment require all employees to
complete declarations of interest covering shareholding in
private companies, membership of close corporations,
directorships held, partnerships and joint ventures,
remunerative employment outside of the BCMDA, gifts
and hospitality, and the status of their municipal accounts.

4.16. Compliance with laws and regulations
BCMDA has a compliance register which regulates the
state of compliance with the applicable laws and
regulations. The register is updated to ensure that all the
divisions adhere to the requirements. Further there are
policies and procedures that employees abide by, which
are made available to each employee. Internal and
External Auditors provide assurance that the Agency is
compliant and make the necessary recommendations
where applicable.

4.17. Anti-corruption and Fraud
The system of internal control applied by the Agency over
anti-corruption and fraud which is Fraud Prevention Policy
and Plan is approved by the Board. There is currently no
reported fraud and corruption matters to the Agency.

4.18. Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) Governance
The Executive Management (EXCO) of BCMDA’s
emphasis in the year under review has been the focus on
information governance in line with King IV. While in the
previous versions of the King Governance code, there has
been no distinct separation between Information and
Technology, King IV places emphasis and distinguishes
between Information technology and information
governance as two separate aspects of ICT governance
as opposed to King III, where they were viewed as one.
The year under review also saw the establishment of ICT
Steering Committee, the committee has played a critical
gatekeeper role that ensures that BCMDA has a sound
and solid ICT Governance Framework that is fully
implemented and importantly that ICT investments are
protected and realize the maximum business value to the
benefit of BCMDA.
Besides the existence of an ICT Steering Committee, the
ICT Unit has reviewed the existing ICT Policies to ensure
relevance and alignment also the has been an addition of
new policies such as the Backup policy, User Access
Management policy and ICT Service Level Agreement
policy that ensures adherence to best ICT governance
practices. The Agencies has also continually reviewed the
ICT governance framework to ensure its improvement and
alignment to best practice standards.

4.19. ICT Risk Management
Another important principle of King IV is ICT risks management and its inclusion in Enterprise Risk
Management. The Agency has a developed and approved ICT Operational Risk Register, on a quarterly basis the ICT unit
has reported on the status of implementation of some of the key intervention in order to minimize the risk exposure of the
Agency.

4.20. ICT Control Environment
The BCMDA’s internal audit organization provide a ‘litmus’ test on ICT controls within the BCMDA ICT environment. As part
of the oversight functions an internal audit was conducted during the second quarter, the focus of the audit was on
Application Control.
The applications that the internal audit reviewed were Sage Evolution (Financial Management System), Sage 300 People
(Human Resource Systems), and HPE Content Manager (Electronic Document Management System). There were no
findings in the audit, however, ICT management will continue to partner with assurance providers to ensure that controls
are in place and improved.

4.21. Business Continuity/ Disaster Recovery
Critical business processes being automated, that brings heavy reliance on availability of ICT resources 24/7. The Agency
has therefore completed the implementation of Cloud-Based Backup, Restore and Replication Solution in the year under
review. The solution backing up the entire server environment of the Agency into the cloud on daily basis to ensure that
BCMDA has the most up to data information in case of disaster. Also, as part of disaster recovery planning the BCMDA
conducts disaster restoration testing on quarterly basis with backup from the implemented cloud-based solution.

4.22. Smart City
The BCMDA ICT has ensured that it continues to position itself to match and fully support Buffalo City’s smart cities initiative.
The Agency also from time-to-time has been approached by private companies that have intentions of partnering with
BCMDA in order to reap the benefits of smart city initiatives. The Agency is making strides in investigating these partnership
proposals with the desire to contribute to Buffalo City being a smart city. Future pronouncements will be made on the
developments of these partnerships. Also, the Agency will in the next financial year develop Smart City strategy that will
provide a pathway for BCMDA to heavily participate in the development of Buffalo City as a smart city.

100% Completion
of electronic PMDS
System

100% implementation
of enterprise backup
and recovery system

100% %
implementation of
enterprise wide
Antivirus % Internet
Protection
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4.23. Stake Holder Engagement
As outlined in its Stakeholder Holder Relations Strategy “the BCMDA is committed to developing and
maintaining successful partnerships and working relationships with people, communities, businesses,
entities and organisations impacted and indirectly by our operations. Good communication and
stakeholder engagement is crucial to sustaining positive and enduring relationships based on trust
and mutual benefit, and in turn building acceptance, support and trust to operate within the respective
communities.”
The Agency is 100 percent owned by the BCMM thus ultimate the primary stakeholders of the Agency
are the Citizens of BCMM.

The first two years have been targeted at developing and consolidating Primary stakeholders’
partnerships. During the year under review the Agency continued to build stakeholder value by going
beyond the standard expected business processes to service stakeholders. A significant case in point
has been the hosting of the hosting of the BCMM Annual Investment Conference in late November.
The event provided an ideal direct planform for the agency to engage with its stakeholders. In addition
to this the platform also provided the agency with an opportunity to establish new partnerships.
We see ourselves as a good corporate citizen and will strive to parther with likeminded orginisation
to further deliver shareholder value and stakeholder value.
The demand for the Agency’s services continues to steadily increase. A significant level of this
demand stems from requests for assistance or partnerships under the SMME Development and
Investment Promotion functions of the Agency. In order to handle this demand from the public, the
Executive introduced the “Special EXCO” sessions. This platform is solely dedicated a creating a
platform that gives an opportunity for would be partners to pitch possible development proposals or
make request for assistance or partnership. This demand will require the Agency to be steadfast in
processing its transaction or risk creating an undue impression of being ineffective by stakeholder.
Notwithstanding these positive strides the experience under the year in review also shows that the
Agency still needs to do more in engaging stakeholders and communicating its mandate. This
observation and the need to act on it is brought about by the negative media coverage that the agency
witness near the last quarter of the year under review. A lot of issues raised revealed a lack of
understanding from the public on what the role of development agencies for city development. A
more structured and agile communication and stakeholder engagement operation stance will have to
be considered in the next financial year.

100% Implementation of
External Audit
recommendations.

93% Implementation of
Internal Audit
recommendations.

100 % Compliance to MSCOA
achieved.

% Collection of Project Management Fees on Not Achieved
existing capital projects

Achieved

PROGRESS / ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST
TARGET

2. % collection of project management fees by 30 Nil
June 2019

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19
1approved FSS

BASELINE

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Financial sustainability

1. Approval of financial Sustainability Strategy Board approved FSS
(FSS) by 30 June 2019

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

5.1. 5Goal 1: A stable and fully capacitated agency to deliver on its mandate efficiently and effectively

5. ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE

60 % Implementation of the
development of the Tourism
Infrastructure Masterplan

The City was billed for collection of PM fees on
invoices received in June 2019.
PM fees billed also included PM fees for the
design phase of both water world and court
crescentNo capital projects commenced as yet.

Submit Revised FSS to BCMM during Q1 of
2019/20 for Council approval.

FSS was approved in Board meeting held in June
2019. Council Approval of FSS could not be
sought before Board approval of the revised FSS.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS
ON VARIANCES
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Iron Tree Backup Solution
Standalone antivirus licenses

5. Implementation of Enterprise Backup and Recovery
Solution

6. Implementation of Enterprise wide antivirus and Internet
Protection

ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

PROGRESS / ACHIEVEMENT
AGAINST TARGET

168 jobs created
Management Programme with DEFF.A Total of 8 sites targeted
including Mdantsane and Duncan Village

100% Implementation of Enterprise
wide Antivirus and Internet Protection

100% implementation of Enterprise
Backup and Recovery Solution

100% Implementation of ePDMS

Manually Signed Performance
Agreements and Reviews

4. Implementation of ePDMS

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19
Approved Enterprise Architecture/MSP

BASELINE

3. Development of Enterprise Architecture/Master Systems Approved ICT Strategy
Plan (MSP)

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Efficient and Effective Information Technology and Knowledge Management Services

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

Implementation of Corporate Antivirus Solution was
completed successfully.

Implementation of Cloud-based Disaster Recovery
Solution was completed successfully.

Implementation of ePMDS Solution was completed
successfully on the system, to start managing
performance electronically in 2019/20FY.

The Master Systems Plan was developed and it
was endorsed by EXCO.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS
ON VARIANCES

84%

Unqualified Audit
Opinion

90%

90%

Policies and a
strategy were
developed, reviewed
and approved
including the review
of the standard
operating
procedures.

8. Audit Outcome

9. Implementation of audit
recommendations from audit reports
(External Audit)

10. Percentage Implementation of audit
recommendations from Internal audit
reports

11. Number of policies developed,
implemented and reviewed

BASELINE

7. Expenditure incurred

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Not achieved

PROGRESS
/
ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST
TARGET

Review previously
approved policies and
procedures.

90%

90%

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved.

Unqualified Audit
Not Achieved
Report without findings

99%

ANNUAL TARGET
2018/19

SOPs and Asset Management Policy tabled and approved.

Unresolved finding relates to a difference in 2017/18 financial year relating to the
2016/17 payroll control differences which will to resolve the differences before
the finalisation of 2018/19 AFS. be resolved.

100% implementation of findings relating to finance have been implemented.

None

Office furniture and Office building rentals as the Agency will relocate later that
anticipated and Transactional advisors
expenditure could improve upon finalisation of AFS as some invoices relating to
2018/19 are being received which were not included at the time of conclusion of
the June monthly report.

90 % YTD Expenditure. This incuses99% YTD target could not be achieved due
to the following:
Employee related costs (critical posts budgeted for were only filled half year
through the financial year.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS ON VARIANCES

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Equitable and sound Corporate Governance

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City
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Nil

4 Quarterly reports

BASELINE

12 submitted for
2017/2018

17. Submission of EMP 201 returns
within 7 days after every month-end

18. Submission of VAT 201 returns by
the last working day of the 3rd
month after a two-month VAT period 6 returns submitted
for 2017/2018

12 Monthly
reconciliations

12

16. Timeous reconciliation of all
revenue, expenditure, assets and
liabilities (by the 10th of the
following month).

15. Number of monthly budget
statements prepared and submitted
by the 7th working day of each
month by 30 June 2019.

14. % of creditors paid within 30 days
from the date of receiving an invoice 100%
by Finance Division

13. Prepare and submit half year
2018/19 financial statements.

12. Number of financial and
performance reports prepared and
submitted (with supporting portfolio of
evidence)

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Achieved.

PROGRESS
/
ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST
TARGET

6 returns to be
submitted

12 returns to be
submitted

12 Monthly
reconciliations

12

100%

Achieved.

Achieved.

Achieved.

Achieved.

Achieved.

Submission of 2018/19 Achieved
half year financial
statements by 28
February 2019 and
mid-year assessment
reports by 20 January
2019.

4 Quarterly reports

ANNUAL TARGET
2018/19

In addition to the vat returns that were due for submission in 4th quarter, there’s
an additional return that was done for the month of May submitted in June.

In May SARS changed our registration category and BCMDA is required to
submit returns on a monthly basis.

All 3 EMP 201 returns were prepared and submitted timeously

All monthly reconciliations were timeously prepared. Payroll recon differences
from preceding years. To be resolved before finalisation of 2018/19 AFS.

All 3 monthly budget statements were submitted to the City and the Board within
7 working days of each month.

Creditors were all paid within 30 days.

The mid-year report was submitted to the City on the 18th of January 2019 and
the AFS were tabled before EXCO after the 28th February 2019 as there was no
sitting on the target date

None

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS ON VARIANCES

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Equitable and sound Corporate Governance

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

100%

Approved
procurement plan

Contract register

24. % implementation of the Supply
Chain Management Policy

25. Develop and approve annual
procurement plan.

26. Monthly evaluation of supplier
performance and maintenance of
contracts register.

Achieved.

Achieved.

Achieved.

Not achieved.

Achieved

Achieved

PROGRESS
/
ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST
TARGET

Contract register

Achieved.

Approved procurement Achieved.
plan

100%

100% mSCOA
compliance

30% implementation

99%

23. Monitor MSCOA compliance

38%

21. % expenditure of conditional grants
by June 2018

2018/19 Fixed asset
register

Approved 2019/20
budget.

2017/18 Fixed Asset
register

20. Accurate fixed asset register that
reconciles with the general ledger

2 returns to be
submitted

ANNUAL TARGET
2018/19

22. Prepare and submit 2019/20 annual Approved 2018/19
budget for approval by 31 May
Budget by 31 May
2019.
2018.

2 submitted for
2017/2018

BASELINE

19. Submission of EMP 501 returns by
October and May

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Supplier performance evaluations for Apr, May & June. conducted and contracts
register updated.

Procurement plan monitoring in progress.

No SCM Policy transgressions noted to date.

Transacting live on mSCOA. Integration with BCMM is 100% achieved.

The Annual budget for 2019/20 was approved in a Board Meeting held on 24
May 2019.

The funds received will be spent in full by the end of the next financial year.
(2019/20)

Grant was only received in March 2019 and therefore impossible to catch up with
the target in the remaining period.
Aim was to at least achieve the baseline by end of June 2019, which was
achieved.

As previously reported the grant was only received in March 2019. The
percentage expenditure at end of June 2019 is 46%.

Asset management reconciliations for Apr, May & June prepared. Physical
verification for quarter 4 conducted.

None

The June return is due in July which will be the 2019/20 financial year.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS ON VARIANCES

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Equitable and sound Corporate Governance

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City
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1 panel of transactional Achieved
advisors appointed

n/a

29. Appoint a panel of transactional
advisors

Achieved

100%

Not Achieved.

PROGRESS
/
ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST
TARGET

28. 2018/19 Performance contracts and 100%
work plans for all divisional staff
developed and signed.

ANNUAL TARGET
2018/19
75%

BASELINE

60%

27. % LEVEL ONE BBBEE expenditure
on procurement of goods and
services

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Services provides

Individual discussions on performance were held with staff.

35% expenditure to date, however (81% of BCMDA’s total suppliers are LEVEL
ONE BBBEE category.
The major contributors to the non-achievement of this target relate to
expenditure on contracts already awarded to service providers whose BBBEE
status level are below level one (63% to level two contributors).
For future procurement the Agency will be targeting level one BBBEE
contributors through exercising the 2017 PPPFA regulations, these regulations
allow bid conditions to specify that only a certain level of BBBEE contributors
may tender.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS ON VARIANCES

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Equitable and sound Corporate Governance

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

63%

5.8%

6 Bursaries Awarded

Nil

Nil

Nil

BASELINE

Approved H&S Procedures/
Appointed H& S reps

31. Women employed by the agency

32. Turnover of staff

33. Talent management Learning &
Growth)

34. Culture & Change Management

35. Employee Relations Management

36. Development of Internship and
Learnership Programme

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

37. % Compliance to Health and Safety
controls

ACHIEVED

PROGRESS / ACHIEVEMENT
AGAINST TARGET

ACHIEVED

NOT ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

ACHIEVED

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

Appointment of Learners and Interns

To have sound labour relations with no ACHIEVED
external dispute referrals

Approved Change Management
Policy

75% Implementation of Training &
Development Plan

12% of Turnover of staff

50 % of Women employed by the ACHIEVED
Agency

10% of Vacancy rate on funded post

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19

100% Minimum Fulfilment of
Health and Safety Controls

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19

ACHIEVED

PROGRESS / ACHIEVEMENT
AGAINST TARGET

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Adequate and appropriately skilled staff

6.9%

BASELINE

30. Vacancy rate on funded posts

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Adequate and appropriately skilled staff

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

The Agency has appointed and trained the First
Aiders. The Agency has also established Health
& Safety committee. The TOR for H& S
Committee has been developed and approved.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES /
EXPLANATIONS ON VARIANCES

All interns are appointed by the Agency.

Workplace Committee meetings and general staff
meetings were conducted by the Agency.

The Change Management Policy has been
developed and approved by the Agency.

42% of the Training plan has been implemented.
To send employees to free workshops/seminars/
conferences that are available

Only one resignation occurred in the Agency

61% of women employed by the Agency

All funded posts were filled by the Agency

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES /
EXPLANATIONS ON VARIANCES
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All Board and Committee meetings 100%
resolutions implemented

Effective Board Secretariat
function

Attending to litigation matters
within the legal timeframe

39. Implementation of board resolutions

40. Board Secretariat functions and legal
support matters dealt with as per
legislated timeframes

41. Implementation of litigation matters
attended to within timeframes

100%

100%

All Board and Committee meetings 20
properly organised

38. Board & committee meetings
organised and recorded

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19

BASELINE

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

PROGRESS / ACHIEVEMENT
AGAINST TARGET

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Effective Board Secretariat and legal support

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

No litigation matters in the year under review.

100% - All board secretariat functions, and legal
support matters were dealt with as per legislated
timeframes.

100% of Board Resolutions have been
implemented

A total of 26 Board and committee meetings were
organised and recorded this consists of 9 Board
meetings (including 2 round robin meetings), 1
AGM and 15 committee meetings.

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS
ON VARIANCES

BASELINE

N/a

Baseline

CID Concept

Progress

2018/19

1 Developed Integrated
Beachfront Plan developed and
approved

1 CID implemented

45. Number of City Improvement Districts Visit various CID implementers
established

1 Business Improvement District
Strategy developed and
approved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Strategic Objective: Inner City Regeneration

Achievements/

44. Development of Integrated Beachfront n/a
Programme (IBP)

Strategic Objective: A Well-developed Beachfront

43. Development of a BCMM Business
Improvement District Strategy (BIDS)

Performance Indicator

Not Achieved

/

EXPLANATIONS

ON

A Safety and Security modality of CID was implemented in the
East London Beach Front. Falcolux Security Services
appointed for this role is continuously monitored to ensure that

Final IBP Report and Draft Plan concluded in March 2019 and
Report submitted at PDIC meeting on 6 May 2019 and
subsequent Board meeting on 24 May 2019. In addition, the
Water Front Business Case for Latimer’s Landing has been
concluded and Transactional Advisors appointed for the Signal
Hill Feasibility Study which both are an extension of the IBP.

1 Business Improvement District Strategy was submitted and
endorsed by Board meeting on 21 June 2019. Submission of
same to BCMM as part of BEPP Consolidation in June 2019
and to National Treasury for potential funding.

Comments / Challenges / Explanations on Variances

Project commenced late due to vacancy in position. Draft 1 has
been complete, and a consultation workshop has been planned.

PROGRESS
/ COMMENTS (CHALLENGES
ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST VARIANCES
TARGET

Annual target

100% development of TIM

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19

5.3. Goal 3: Acquire, plan, develop and manage land and buildings

42.
Implementation Tourism
Infrastructure Masterplan (TIM)

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Tourism opportunities exploited in high value products

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

5.2. Goal 2: A dynamic tourist destination through infrastructure investment and promotion
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Draft designed developed

Draft designs developed

47. Commencement of project planning
and execution at Court Crescent

Baseline

46. Commencement of project planning
and execution at Water World

Performance Indicator

Contractor appointed and site
handover certificate awarded

Not Achieved

Not Achieved

Progress

2018/19

Contractor appointed and site
handover certificate awarded

Achievements/

Annual target

A contractor could not be appointed due to various delays in
authorisation of both the EIA and municipal approvals.
However, a Construction Project Management Consultant was
appointed in quarter 4 that reviewed the Designs and
commenced with Geotechnical studies. Implementation will
thus only commence in the next financial year.

A contractor could not be appointed due to various delays in
authorisation of both the EIA and municipal approvals.
However, a Construction Project Management Consultant was
appointed in quarter 4 that reviewed the Designs and
commenced with Geotechnical studies. Implementation will
thus only commence in the next financial year.

any non-compliance be addressed. Regular engagements to
assess the quality of the services and advise on interventions.
Submission of consolidated reports to PDIC for quality
assurance.

Comments / Challenges / Explanations on Variances

10

Baseline

Achievements/
Progress

5 NPO’s supported

Implementation of Waste
Management Programme
with DEA

Comments / Challenges / Explanations on Variances

Only 4 NPO’s were compliant with the BCMDA process and were assisted with their
needs as expressed in their proposals. Regular ad-hoc compliance checks were made
by the CSI Committee. The Final NPO Reports were submitted to EXCO on 20 May
2019 and subsequent to PDIC and Board.

Due to delays in approval of the Business Plan by DEA that only occurred in quarter 2,
various other necessary procurement and work processes ensued. 168 workers
employed who work in the 8 pilot areas. In addition, the DF team lead the GGD process
and responded positively to various requests for additional cleaning in areas outside of
the agreed mandate areas.

BASELINE

Nil

Nil

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

50. Investor summits held

51. International trade agreements
reviewed
reviewed

25% of Trade Agreements

1

ANNUAL TARGET 2018/19

Achieved

opportunities were identified

Germany partnership agreement was reviewed and

China agreement was reviewed and opportunities were
identified.

None

VARIANCES

AGAINST TARGET
Achieved

COMMENTS (CHALLENGES / EXPLANATIONS ON

PROGRESS / ACHIEVEMENT

BCMDA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: Facilitate and promotion of investment activities within Buffalo City

IDP KPI: Good Governance and Participation

MGDS PILLAR: A Well Governed City

Achieved

Not Achieved

Strategic Objective: Job Creation and Economic Development

Annual target
2018/19

5.5. Goal 5: Project preparation, packaging, and investment facilitation

49. Implementation of a Corporate
Social Investment (CSI)
Programme

48. Implementation of a Waste
Management Programme with
DEA

Performance Indicator

5.4. Goal 4: The facilitation and delivery of socio-economic development programmes

6. BCMDA PROJECTS AND CORE BUSINESS
Efficient, Productive and Sustainable Management
of land & buildings
The primary mandate of the BCMDA revolves around the
creation of a vibrant, integrated and inclusive city through
promoting investment in property, tourism and socioeconomic development for the benefit of citizens of this
Metro and its region.
In pursuing this mandate, the agency has a well
capacitated group of professionals that oversee the core
responsibilities of property development, socioeconomic development, tourism and investment
promotion. In the 2018/19 financial year BCMDA
ensured delivery on the following projects:

•

•

The TIM document advances a number of positions
directed at setting a tourism agenda for the city, these
include amongst others:
•

6.1. Tourism Infrastructure Master Plan
In last year’s report we indicated that one of the Agency’s
key deliverables will be the development of BCMM
Tourism Infrastructure Plan (TIM).

•

The primary aim of the strategy is to create an integrated
and viable Buffalo City tourism system through the
development of a coherent tourism infrastructure
development Agenda.

•

The agenda must address investing in the future of the
tourism sector in the Metro considering supporting and
reviving established tourism products in as well as
encouraging new tourism product development. As
argued by the BCMM Tourism Growth Strategy the
tourists experience is enhanced by infrastructure
availability, for this reason the strategy must give
guidance and advocacy in broader planning platforms
including city infrastructure planning platforms in order
to ensure that matters such signage, route development
are factored into city planning.
This work is fairly new in the agency because of this it
was decided that its performance annual target will be
100% Development the Tourism Infrastructure Plan and
its performance indicator; Implementation of Tourism
Infrastructure Masterplan. During the year under review
we were only able to achieve 60% of this annual target.
Some of the notable achievements during the year
towards the Development of the TIM include the
•
•

The strategic partnership with the HSRC to
support the Agency to develop the strategy.
Development of a framework for the strategy.

Engagement with stakeholders to canvas
ideas on the strategy framework. These
include, the DEDEAT rovincial Tourism
Steering Committee as well as the Boarder
Kiel Chamber of Business Tourism
Committee.
The Development of the TIM draft document.

•
•

BCMM Tourism Development must be
premised on place making and thus should
focus on heritage as a foundational point of
departure.
Infrastructure investments in tourism is
important however more importantly is the
development of the necessary storylines and
content as the foundation of suitable plan.
Storyline
development
and
content
development should inform route development
and product development.
Heritage elements
Hub and spoke development

6.2. Project: Business Improvement District
Strategy
A Business Improvement District (BID) is a public private
partnership in which property and business owners elect
to make a collective contribution to the maintenance,
development and promotion of their commercial district.
In the case of East London these areas would include
the Central Business District (CBD), Southernwood and
Quigney where most tertiary functions are situated. The
aim of investing in a programme of this nature is to
ensure:
•
•
•
•
•

a cleaner, safer and more attractive business
district;
a steady and reliable funding source for
supplemental services to existing municipal
services and programs;
the potential to increase property values,
improve sales and decrease commercial
vacancy rates;
a district that is better able to compete with
nearby retail and business centre’s;
investment in the long-term economic
development the BCM area.

After engagements with a variety of stakeholders which
include national, provincial and municipal officials;
representatives of major local place-based institutions,
such as the University of Fort Hare and Walter Sisulu
University, key financial stakeholders, private property
developers, stakeholders from major industrial and trade
hubs in the city, private-sector and civil-society
development practitioners, academics and activists, a
strategy was developed that include the following
programmes:

area has the potential of forming the foundation of a
thriving tourism, recreation and holiday industry.
Although the BCM Beaches are popular holiday
destinations for domestic and foreign tourists alike it
remains underdeveloped relative to its potential. The
infrastructure scenarios and deficiencies deriving from
the assessment shows the need for basic interventions
as illustrated below.
The East London beaches are the biggest tourism
attraction for the Metro. The state of the beaches has
been a contention for both local, regional and foreign
visitors over the past few years. BCMDA will therefore
make a concerted effort to ensure that it respond to the
need for better and safer beaches through infrastructure
interventions in targeted areas in the next financial year.

•

Neighbourhood Improvement Program

•

Property Development Program

•

Social Infrastructure Improvement Program

•

Skills Development Program

6.4. Water World and Court Crescent

•

Enterprise Development Program

•

Branding Plan

The Water World upgrading and expansion as a
recreational and tourism space and Court Crescent on
the East London Esplanade as an interactive public open
space for recreation and targeted events that boost
tourism, are flagship projects of the BCMDA. To balance
its approach in regards of development, the Agency has
been requested by the BCMM to upgrade and expand
the current facility located at the West Bank and
responds to the West Bank LSDF.

The ultimate objectives of these programmes are to
realise short-term localised projects and precincts which
gradually and over time have an impact on the spatial
economy of the city as a whole. Such projects in relation
to urban safety and upgrading and cleaning of spaces is
within the agencies Agenda starting in the 2019/20
financial year.

6.3. Project: Integrated Beach Front
Programme
According to the BCM Tourism Master Plan based on
interviews with visitors, beaches are the main attraction
for Buffalo City. It is estimated that 50 000 visitors visit
Buffalo City beaches per day over the festive season.
The Buffalo City Tourism sector has various inherent
challenges. The safety and security of visitors on its
beaches in particular has become a major concern. Also,
the state of beaches is alarming as most of the beaches
are underdeveloped and the existing tourist attractions
have not been maintained for over a decade. This may
be due to the lack of anchor projects, which are aimed at
developing the beachfront. In addition, the lack of
coordination from various tourism participants and a
creation of unique products may have contributed to the
challenges.
Emanating from its strategic plan with a target of
realising a ‘well-developed beachfront’, the Agency has
recognised that the development of an Integrated
Beachfront Programme (IBP) would be a cornerstone in
the identification, planning and implementation of
development projects that would leverage the
approximately 70 km of beach and coastline, in particular
the beachfront as one of the Metro’s greatest natural
assets. This largely underdeveloped and unexploited

On the other side the Court Crescent green fields
development responds to the East London Beach Front
LSDF. BCMDA appointed consultants for design works
in 2017 for both projects which resulted in the approvals
of the EIA’s for both projects in December 2018 and
municipal authorisations in relation to town planning,
architectural, engineering and related approvals, in
January 2019.
These approvals and authorizations paved the way for
BCMDA to appoint Project Managers on both projects in
May 2019 so that the process for on-site construction
can start in the next financial year. BCMDA will ensure
local participation in these projects with 30% of the
construction works set aside for SMME’s and 70%
participation from localised labourers.

6.5. Catalytic Land Developments
In addition to the projects highlighted so far, BCMDA is
also engaging and exploring various potential
developers and funders to invest in strategic land parcels
that will allow for exponential revenue generation and
job-creation in the metro. These include the following
land parcels:
•
•

Marina Glen A as a mixed-use development
site,
Seaview terrace as a mixed-use development
site,
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•
•
•

Sleeper Site development as a mixed-use
development with a government precinct,
Waterfront development at Latimer’s Landing
and Signal Hill as a mixed-use development,
Victoria grounds in King Williams Town, and

A section of the Water World site as potential Hotel and
Campsite developments
These projects are anticipated to create thousands of
jobs during their development and the operational
stages. They will also create much needed infrastructure
in the city that supports tourism for our citizens. The
quality of life in BCMM should equally improve from
these interventions. Last but not least, it is the intention
that a large percentage of funding for these projects
come from the private sector augmenting those from the
municipality

6.6. Improved Socio-Economic benefits within
BCMM
Waste Management Programme
This project forms part of the Good Green Deeds and
city-wide waste management projects funded by the
national Department of Environmental Affairs and which
was launched by the President of the Republic on 8
March 2019.
The project provides labour intensive work opportunities
to mostly youth and women Metro-wide and will run for
at least 12 months. Participants work an 8-hour day for
5 days and were further capacitated with various training
opportunities.

Safety and Security
The East London Esplanade is home to the International
Convention Center and various Hotel and
accommodation establishments which draw a number of
business, international and local tourists on a daily basis.
Its proximity to the ocean is the major drawcard and
contributes to the highest number of tourism feet in the
Metro.
It is thus important that the safety of those visiting our
shores are ensured. BCMDA saw this as part of its
strategic mandates and made a conscious decision to
supplement the work of the SAPS and other law
enforcements agencies. In 2018 the Agency appointed
Falcolux Safety and Security Services, a black-owned
company through a competitive and rigorous tender
process.
Their presence assists with interventions to reduce
criminal activities taking place at the beach front.
Falcolux employs 14 people for this project with 4
patrolling the beachfront on a 24-hours basis (2 shifts).
Their work acts as deterrents for petty-crimes robberies,
pick-pocketing whilst they also assist with accidents,
medical emergencies and general information to any
member of the public and tourists.
mpact of their work has seen a decrease in criminal
activities and it is the wish of the Agency to expand this
work to the CBD and Southernwood in response to the
Business Improvement Districts and to safeguard
especially students, especially women, that is a
vulnerable group targeted by criminals.

They also assist with specific activities and or events
hosted by various partner organisations within the Metro.

6.7. Corporate Social Investment
Community development projects
aims to strengthen the capacity of
people as active citizens through
work, in amongst non-profit
organisations. Many times, these
type of voluntary support helps
change and shape communities.
BCMDA through its CSI Policy
created the platform to reach out and
assist such organisations, especially
those that focus and contribute to
achieving the mandate and outputs
as envisioned by the Agency.
In the November 2018, after a call for
proposals from the non-profit sector
and a competitive evaluation

process, the Agency resolved to
provide funding to four non-profit
organisations:
Institute of Training and Education for
Capacity Building (ITEC) which focus
on parental and caregiver training for
especially those that work with young
children and babies to ensure they
assist with good quality early
childhood development;
Inspire Foundation Group Africa
which is a youth-led organisation
focusing narrowing the education gap
of disadvantaged youth through
educational interventions;

Empilisweni HIV and Aids Orphans
Care Center mainly assists with the
provision of treatment and material
assistance to orphans and vulnerable
children and those individuals and
families impacted by the scourge of
HIV and Aids;
Lathitha
Development
Center
provides
skills
training
and
development programmes to the
unemployed so that they can become
self-reliant and valued members of
society.
BCMDA staff regularly interacted with
these projects as part of ensuring due
diligence but also to engage

participants to ensure that the
Agency’s investment reach its goal.
The response to the assistance by
both the funded organisations and
beneficiaries were overwhelming.
This gave the CSI Committee and
staff involved in the projects, the
NPO NAME

confidence that we are on the right
trajectory with the kind and type of
assistance provided. The hope is that
this
community
development
programme and its associated
benefits could be expanded wider in
the new financial year.
ADDRESS

The table below provides and
account to the NPOs that were
supported during the year under
review as well as nature of support
provided by the Agency as well as the
value of the support per project.

ASSISTANCE PROVIDED

FUNDED
AMOUNT

1.

ITEC

8 Park Avenue, East London

•

Training material, catering,
transportation and printing

R25 000.00

2.

Inspire Foundation Group
Africa

25 Rharhabe Road, Bisho

•

Training material, catering and
laboratory equipment

R24 970.00

3.

Empilisweni HIV and
Orphans Care Center

Ndevana Village, Berlin

•

Office and Kitchen Furniture;
and

R25 000.00

4.

Lathitha Development
Center NPC

34137 Mzamomhle, Gonubie

•

Computer equipment and
laboratory upgrade

R25 000.00

TOTAL

R99 970.00

6.8. INVESTMENT PROMOTION
The aim of this objective is to package projects for potential
investment into the City. This programme is expected to
play a significant role for bringing in development and
investment into the City. The programme is also expected
to contribute significantly to the agency’s Financial
Sustainability Strategy.
The City’s commitment to fund the development Water
World and Court Crescent has sent a positive signal to the
market and created the necessary appetite for further
investment. We are pleased by the confidence that the City
has demonstrated through the allocation of the following
land parcels for development: Marina Glen, Seaview
Terrace, Sleeper Site development, Water World
Development phase 2 and Victoria Grounds development.
The Agency has been working to develop an optimal model
to secure investment into these properties.
Our investment strategy for these parcels is premised on
using long term leases to attract investors that will be wiling
to initiate turnkey solutions as well as mobilise their own
funding. This strategy is premised on minimising risk to the
municipality form a financial exposure perspective but also
on ensuring that identified investors have the warranted
capital to see the project through. During the year under
review that the programme had two annual performance
targets, respectively:

•
•

hold one investment conference
Review 25% of the Cities International Trade
Agreements.

The Agency is pleased to note that the agency was able to
achieve the stated goals. Apart from the above stated
targets the Agency has also played an instrumental role in
supporting to the Local Economic Development
Department through its support in a number of inward
bound investment missions as well as outward bound
mission by the City.
BCMM Investment Conference 2018
On the 22nd and 23rd of December the BCMDA hosted
the second BCMM Investment Conference. Our theme for
the conference was Promotion of Property & Tourism
Opportunities. The conference was well attended with a
strong representation of over 60% of the delegates
emanating from the private sector. Below are some of the
key issues raised by delegates, the agency will strive to
address these matters and factor them in its planning
process for the next financial year.
•

In order to ensure that the climate for future
investment in property development the BCMM
needs to have stronger enforcement approaches
to of city bylaws enforcement.
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•

Partnerships that will enable the BCMM economy
to attract investors.

•

The City continues to haemorrhage skills and
talent due to the declining rates in job creation,
the city needs to take on bolder industrial
development strategies to curb the brain drain.
The challenge of grime and dirt in the City
requires urgent attention and will continue to
deter investment if unattended to.

•

•

•

•

The challenge of crime requires urgent attention
and will continue to deter investment in the
tourism sector if unattended to, as a starting point
focus should be placed on know crime hot spots.
Uncertainty on the determination of rate changes
is not conducive for investment and the City
needs to review rates policy.
There was a strong view that the city needs to
develop a clearer approach to commercialisation
of its land for development.

7. HUMAN RESOURCES AND ORGANISATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
7.1. Human Resources and Organisational Development
BCMDA aims to be the employer of choice in its field. This is supported by the BCMDA’s overall objective, as set out in its
Talent Acquisition & On-Boarding Policy, to ensure that its employment practices and remuneration policies motivate and
retain talented employees and create an attractive work environment.
BCMDA periodically reviews its Human Resource Policies to ensure that it remains relevant and practical for the changing
needs of current and potential employees.

7.2. Learning & Development
The learnership programmes provides an excellent opportunity for graduates to acquire experience in their different fields
of expertise as well as other operational areas of the BCMDA. Four interns were appointed in various divisions for 2018/19
financial year.
DIVISION

DATE OF ENGAGEMENT

Office of CEO
•
Marketing & Communications Intern
•
Legal Services Intern

01 November 2018
01 February 2019

Corporate Services
•
Human Resources Intern
•
ICT Intern

07 January 2019
07 January 2019

7.3. Key Vacancies 2018/19
A key strategy of BCMDA is to ensure that there is adequate human resources capacity to deliver on the mandate.
With regards to vacancies, for the post of Programme Manager: Development Facilitation, the recruitment process
is completed. The Programme Manager: Development Facilitation commenced employment on 01/02/2019 in the
2018/19 financial year.

7.4. Employment Equity
BCMDA is committed to the principles of equity, non-discrimination and diversity enshrined in the Constitution and the
Employment Equity Act (1998). It aims to employ a diverse staff complement and support staff development and training.
Equal employment opportunities are offered to all employees.

The BCMDA’s staff complement as at 30 June 2019 as per the employment equity principles in terms of gender
is reflected as below:

100% of employees
contracted and signed
preference contracts and
personal development
plans.

61% of women
employed by the
Agency

100% Fulfilment of
Health and Safety
Control

EMPLOYMENT EQUITY

FEMALE

OTHER
WHITE
INDIAN
COLOURED
AFRICAN
OTHER

MALE

WHITE
INDIAN
COLOURED
AFRICAN
-

5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

MALE
FEMALE
AFRIC COLO INDIA
OTHE AFRIC COLO INDIA
OTHE
WHITE
WHITE
AN URED
N
R
AN URED
N
R
Semi-Skilled
1
Administration
4
Professional
2
2
Managers
2
3
Senior Management
2
1
1

7.5. Performance Management

7.6. Skills Development

The BCMDA views performance management as a positive
management strategy rather than a punitive process, which
ensures that employees feel comfortable being part of the
process. The agency uses a scorecard to evaluate the
performance of managers. Individual performance
indicators are linked to the BCMDA’s strategic objectives.
Objectives that reinforce the culture of governance and
Financial management among managers are also included.

The BCMDA is committed to staff training and
development, ensuring professional delivery and a
competitive edge. It aims to provide an integrated learning
experience to its employees that will strengthen their
commitment to the organisation’s values, enhance
leadership capability and improve the BCMDA’s capacity to
meet current and future business requirements. The
BCMDA’s Learning Strategy is based on four pillars:

The Agency rolled out performance management
agreements/ workplans to all employees during 2018/19.
As part of the coaching and mentorship process, personal
development plans (PDP’s) are included in the
performance review process. In areas where there are gaps
identified in terms of performance, the responsible officials
are earmarked to receive training to improve their skills so
that they can perform better in their functions.

•
•
•
•

Understanding the educational requirements of
the organisation, based on competency
assessments and pivotal training.
Best practice learning design
Timely and appropriate learning delivery.
Assessment of the impact of learning
interventions on overall company performance.
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7.7. Minimum Competency
regulations)

(Treasury

BCMDA continually ensures that it complies with
Treasury regulations and in this regard, it
registered its Accounting Officer as well as its
Executive Manager: Corporate Services for
Municipal Financial Management Program
(MFMP) which seeks to capacitate Senior
Management on Financial Management matters.
Both Senior Managers have completed the course
through Wits University in 2018/19 FY.

7.8. Employee Benefits
The BCMDA participates in two retirement benefit
schemes: Old Mutual Superfund Scheme and
Wealth port retirement scheme. Contributions of
which are deducted through the payroll and paid
directly into both schemes.

7.9. HR/Payroll system procurement
In terms of MSCOA compliance, the Agency had
to procure a system that is aligned to mSCOA and
the Agency’s Financial system. This led to the
Agency procuring VIP 300 Payroll system that
integrates with the Agency’s Financial Modules.

BCMDA aims to
be the employer
of choice in its
field
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8. SUPPLY CHAIN MAANGMENT
8.1. Bid Committees
In line with the above-mentioned prescripts the Accounting Officer appointed bid committees to serve during the period 01
July 2018 to 30 June 2019. These committees are constituted as follows:
Bid Specification Committee (BSC)

Bid Evaluation Committee (BEC)

Bid Adjudication Committee (BAC)

Ms. O. Makalima
Mr. A. Manciya
(Manager: Investment Promotion and Tourism (Manager: Supply Chain and Asset
Development) – Office of the CEO.
Management) – Office of the CFO

Ms. V. Ntsodo
(Chief Financial Officer) – Chairperson.

Mr. A. Manciya
(Manager: Supply Chain and Asset
Management) – Office of the CFO

Mr. L. Hute
(ICT Administrator) – Corporate Services

Dr. E. Uithaler
(Executive Manager: Development
Facilitation)

Ms. N. Mpongoshe
(Manager: Legal Services and Company
Secretary) – Office of the CEO.

Ms. A. Mayeza
(Project Manager: Socio Economic
Development) - Development Facilitation

Mr. X. Jikela
(Executive Manager: Corporate
Services) –

Mr. G. Yawathe
(Project Manager: Infrastructure
Development) – Development Facilitation

Ms. S. Mgudlwa
(Manager: Financial Administration) –
Office of the CFO.

Ms. N. Mpongoshe
(Manager: Legal Services and Company
Secretary) – Office of the CEO.

Mrs. A. Ntshokoma
(Programme Manager: Development
Facilitation – Development Facilitation

Mr. A. Manciya
(Manager: Supply Chain and Asset
Management) - Secretariat

The roles of the Committees
8.2. Bid Specification Committee
•
•

Consider all bids above the threshold value of R200 000, bids whose project duration exceeds 12 months as well
as other bids as and when required;
Ensure that Terms of Reference / Specification are clearly defined for ease of reference to bidders and that they
are compiled in an unbiased manner as defined in Section 112(1) of chapter 11 of the MFMA No. 56 of 2003.

8.3. Bid Evaluation Committee
•
•
•

•

Evaluate all procurement above the threshold value of R30 000 and bids whose project duration exceeds 12
months in accordance with specifications of that particular bid and the point system set out in BCMDA’s Supply
Chain Management Policy and the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act;
Ensure all information contained in each bidding document is taken into account during evaluation of bids and
evaluate each bidder’s ability to execute the contract;
Ensure that the recommended bidder complies with the following:
▪ the bidder is registered on the Central Supplier Database (CSD) and is not listed as a restricted supplier on
the CSD.
▪ municipal rates and taxes and municipal service charges of the recommended bidder are not in arrears;
▪ that all tax matters are in order;
▪ the bidder has provided a declaration that its directors/shareholders/members are not in the service of the
state;
Submit to the Bid Adjudication Committee a report and recommendations regarding the awarding of the bid;

100 % creditors
paid within 30
days from date
of receiving
invoice

100%implement
ationofSupplyCh
ainManagement
Policy.

8.4. Bid Adjudication Committee
•
•

Consider all the reports of the BEC;
Recommends to the Accounting Officer to make the final award or make the relevant recommendation to the
Accounting Officer on how to proceed with the procurement.

The following table reflect the sittings of the bid committees during the period of reporting:
COMMITTEE
BSC

SITTING DATES

TENDER CONSIDERED

MEMBER
ATTENDANCE

28 August 2018

Bid 6 of 2018 – Leasing of Multifunctional Printer

75%

07 September
2018

Bid 7 of 2018 Supply and deploy cloud-based backup,
restore and replication solution/disaster recovery as a service.

75%

RFQ 1 OF 2018/TA - Business Case for Waterfront Development
as part of the East London Port expansion master plan
18 October 2018

Bid 8 OF 2018 - Construction project management services at Court
Crescent, East London Esplanade

100%

Bid 9 OF 2018 - Construction project management services at
Water World, Westbank
BEC

10 July 2018

RFP 1 of 2018 – Appointment of a panel to serve as Transactional
Advisors.

100%

RFP 2 of 2018 - Appointment of a panel to serve as Fund Managers.
01 August 2018

RFP 1 of 2018 – Appointment of a panel to serve as Transactional
Advisors.

100%

RFP 2 of 2018 - Appointment of a panel to serve as Fund Managers.
11 September
2018

Bid 5 of 2018 – Provision of Security Services, EL Beachfront.

100%

Notice 4 OF 2018 – Supply and delivery of computer equipment.
Notice 5 OF 2018 – Provision of Corporate Antivirus Software.

BAC

11 October 2018

RFQ 1 OF 2018/TA - Business Case for Waterfront Development
as part of the East London Port expansion master plan

100%

23 October 2018

Bid 6 of 2018 – Leasing of Multifunctional Printer

100%

12 November
2018

Bid 7 of 2018 – Provision of Cloud-based backup and Recovery
Services

100%

06 December
2018

Notice 6 OF 2017 – Provision of Strategy Consulting Services

100%

08 December
2018

Notice 6 OF 2017 – Provision of Strategy Consulting Services (Reevaluation)

100%

05 July 2018

Bid 4 of 2018 – Provision of accounting support services

75%

11 July 2018

RFP 1 of 2018 – Appointment of a panel to serve as Transactional
Advisors

75%

RFP 2 of 2018 - Appointment of a panel to serve as Fund Managers
16 July 2018

RFP 1 of 2018 – Appointment of a panel to serve as Transactional
Advisors. (Re-adjudication after request from CEO)

100%

RFP 2 of 2018 - Appointment of a panel to serve as Fund Managers.
(Re-adjudication after request from CEO).
03 August 2018

RFP 1 of 2018 – Appointment of a panel to serve as Transactional
Advisors. (Re-adjudication)

75%

RFP 2 of 2018 - Appointment of a panel to serve as Fund Managers.
(Re-adjudication)
12 October 2018

Bid 5 of 2018 – Provision of Security Services, EL Beachfront.

75%
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COMMITTEE

SITTING DATES

TENDER CONSIDERED

MEMBER
ATTENDANCE

Notice 4 OF 2018 – Supply and delivery of computer equipment.
Notice 5 OF 2018 – Provision of Corporate Antivirus Software.
RFP 3 of 2018- funding of registered not-for-profit organizations
RFQ 1 OF 2018/TA - Business Case for Waterfront Development
as part of the East London Port expansion master plan
13 November
2018

RFQ 1 OF 2018/TA - Business Case for Waterfront Development
as part of the East London Port expansion master plan

100%

Bid 6 of 2018 – Provision of multifunctional printer
Notice 7 of 2018 – Provision of strategy consulting services
19 November
2018

RFQ 1 OF 2018/TA - Business Case for Waterfront Development
as part of the East London Port expansion master plan (Clarification
meeting and final adjudication).

75%

12 December
2018

Bid 7 of 2018 – Provision of Cloud-based backup and Recovery
Services

75%

Extension of time- EL Beachfront precinct design services (bid 3 of
2016) by MD Consortium.
BSC

BEC

14 February 2019 RFQ 1 of 2019 - Feasibility study for the development of East
London Signal Hill

100%

26 March 2019

RFQ 2 of 2019 – Request for investors/developers’ proposals
through BCMDA appointed fund originators in regards of land parcel
development in East London.

100%

28 January 2019

Bid 8 of 2018 – Construction project management services at Court
Crescent, East London Esplanade

80%

Bid 9 of 2018 – Construction project management services at Water
world, Westbank
12 February 2019 Bid 10 of 2018 – Provision of leased office space and parking
facilities

80%

19 February 2019 Bid 8 of 2018 – Construction project management services at Court
Crescent, East London Esplanade – re-evaluation

80%

25 February 2019 Bid 9 of 2018 – Construction project management services at Water
world, Westbank – re-evaluation

80%

04 February 2019 Notice 3 – Supply and delivery of concrete bins – DEA Projects
(#good green deeds 08 March 2019 launch)

100%

Notice 7 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of Branding and Marketing
material (T-Shirts) (#good green deeds 08 March 2019 launch)
Notice 8 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of protective gloves (#good
green deeds 08 March 2019 launch)
Notice 9 of 2019 – Personal Protective Equipment (#good green
deeds 08 March 2019 launch)
Notice 10 of 2019 – Mdantsane Eco park upgrade (#good green
deeds 08 March 2019 launch)
26 February 2019 Bid 1 of 2019 – Provision of Board performance evaluation services

80%

COMMITTEE

SITTING DATES
13 March 2019

TENDER CONSIDERED

MEMBER
ATTENDANCE

Notice 1 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of a laptop

100%

Notice 2 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of Personal protective
equipment
Notice 5 of 2019 – Provision of medical examination services
27 March 2019

Notice 4 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of refuse bags

100%

Notice 5 of 2019 – Provision of medical examination services – reevaluation
Notice 11 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of branding and marketing
material (wall banner, lanyards e.t.c)
Rfq 1 of 2019 – Feasibility study for the development of East
London, Signal hill
BAC

01 March 2019

Bid 8 of 2018 – Construction project management services at Court
Crescent, Esplanade East London

100%

Bid 9 of 2018 – Construction project management services at Water
world, Westbank
Bid 10 of 2018 – Provision of leased office space and parking
facilities
Bid 1 of 2019 – Provision of board performance evaluation services
19 March 2019

CEO’s correspondence for Bid 8,9 and 10.

75%

Notice 1 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of a laptop
Notice 2 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of Personal protective
equipment
29 March 2019

Notice 4 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of refuse bags

100%

Notice 11 of 019 – Supply and delivery of Branding and Marketing
material
Extension of time- EL Beachfront precinct design services (bid 3 of
2016) by MD Consortium.
BSC

29 April 2019

Bid 5 of 2019 – Pre and Post medical assessments

100%

Bid 6 of 2019 - Supply and delivery of nine (9) storage containers
and one (1) office container
Bid 7 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of 240 000 refuse bags
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COMMITTEE

SITTING DATES

TENDER CONSIDERED

MEMBER
ATTENDANCE

Bid 8 of 2019 – Design and Implementation of services of the EL
buy-back Centre at the oriental Plaza, Buffalo City Metro

BEC

06 May 2019

Bid 2 of 2019 – Provision of internal audit services

100%

23 May 2019

Bid 9 of 2019 – Supply, delivery and installation of office furniture

100%

24 April 2019

Rfq 1 of 2019 - a)
Feasibility study for the development of
Signal Hill, East London

80%

Re-evaluation Bid 10 of 2019 – Provision of leased office space
and parking facilities

80%

13 May 2019

RFQ 3 of 2019 – Provision of technical assistance with evaluating
proposals from Fund Originators at BCMDA (BEC).

80%

11 June 2019

Bid 5 of 2019 - Pre and Post medical assessments

60%

18 June 2019

Re-evaluation of Bid 5 of 2019 – Pre and Post medical
assessments

80%

Bid 7 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of 240 000 refuse bags

BAC

27 June 2019

Bid 8 of 2019 – Design and Implementation of services of the EL
buy-back Centre at the oriental Plaza, Buffalo City Metro

80%

28 June 2019

Bid 6 of 2019 - Supply and delivery of nine (9) storage containers
and one (1) office container

80%

15 May 2019

Rfq 1 of 2019 – Feasibility study for the development of Signal Hill,
East London

75%

Re-adjudication of Bid 10 of 2019 – Provision of leased office space
and parking facilities
Rfq 3 of 2019 – Providing technical assistance with evaluating
proposals from Fund Originators at BCMDA (BEC)
19 MAY 2019

Re- adjudication of Bid 10 of 2019 – Provision of leased office space
and parking facilities

100%

Bid 5 of 2019 – Provision of Pre and Post medical Examinations
Bid 7 of 2019 – Supply and delivery of 240 000 refuse bags
07 June 2019

Bid 10 of 2019 – Provision of leased office space and parking
facilities – property viewing

75%

8.5. Expenditure on B-BBEE
The following tables provide a complete picture of expenditure per B-BBEE category as at 30 June 2019. For the quarter
under review the Agency had set a target of 75% expenditure on B-BBEE level one and the actual achievement was 35%.
The major contributors to the non-achievement of this target relate to expenditure on contracts already awarded to service
providers whose BBBEE status level are below level one.
For future procurement the Agency will be targeting level one BBBEE contributors through exercising the 2017 PPPFA
regulations, these regulations allow bid conditions to specify that only a certain level of BBBEE contributors may tender.
SUMMARY PER BBBEE STATUS LEVEL
BBBEE STATUS
LEVEL

AMOUNT

% OF RAND
VALUE PER
BBBEE
STATUS LEVEL

NUMBER OF
SUPPLIERS PER
BBBEE STATUS
LEVEL

% OF NUMBER OF SUPPLIERS
PER STATUS LEVEL

LEVEL ONE

4 238 668,61

35,14%

91

80,53%

LEVEL TWO

7 285 146,77

60,39%

13

11,50%

LEVEL THREE

491 845,85

4,08%

4

3,54%

LEVEL FOUR

14 334,40

0,12%

2

1,77%

LEVEL FIVE

0,00%

0

0,00%

LEVEL SIX

0,00%

0

0,00%

LEVEL SEVEN

30 842,50

0,26%

2

1,77%

LEVEL EIGHT

2 340,00

0,02%

1

0,88%

100,00%

113

100%

TOTAL

12 063 178,13
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10. Internal Audit Report
10.1. Distribution list
Name
Ms. R Shaw
Mr. B Nelana
Ms. V Ntsodo

Designation
Audit Committee Chairperson
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer

Mr. X Jikela

Executive Manager: Corporate
Services

Dr. E Uithaler
Auditor General

For Information

Executive Manager: Development
Facilitation
External Auditor

10.2. Purpose of the report
This report was prepared by Lunika Chartered Accountants and Auditors for the Buffalo City Metropolitan Development Agency
(BCMDA) to Management, Audit Committee and the Board to report on the internal audit reviews that were covered during the 2018/19
financial year. Amongst other things this report will also assist with the following:

•
•
•

Provide the annual internal audit conclusion on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the
controls of BCMDA;
Provide a summary of the work completed from which the conclusion is derived;
Consider the performance and contribution of the Internal Audit service to BCMDA.

To: BCMDA: Chief Executive Officer

Internal Audit Report - Financial Year 2018/19
Internal Audit is pleased to present its annual report for the 2018/19 financial year. This report is informed by the repository of the lessons
learnt during the 2018/19 financial year and extensive experience that Lunika has.
This document sets out Annexures A (summary of planned and completed reviews), Annexure B (key audit findings), the overall internal
audit conclusion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal controls of BCMDA, summary of work completed from which the
conclusions were derived, areas of significant risks that still need to be addressed and the performance and contribution of the internal
audit unit to the BCMDA.
Internal Audit wishes to thank the Audit Committee for its support and inputs as it conducts its internal audit function at the BCMDA.
Yours sincerely

Samkelo Mxunyelwa
CA (SA) | RA Director: Internal Audit Services

10.3. Internal audit results
No of Planned
& Completed
Reviews
22

No of Key Audit
Findings Raised

No of Findings
Addressed

No of Findings Not
Updated

No of Findings In Progress (
Overdue )

11

8

1

2

22 reviews has been planned and 21 has been completed during the 2018/19 financial year. Q4 follow up review has been
rescheduled to be done in Q2 of 2019/20 as a result of budget constraints .11 key audit findings have been communicated to
management. Upon the review of the audit action plan , it was noted that 8 findings has been addressed
, 2 findings has been partially addressed and 1 finding has no status update . The follow up review on the findings is scheduled to be
conducted in Q2 .

10.4. Statement of responsibility
The internal audit reviews are conducted with due professional
care, however the matters raised in the internal audit report are
only those which came to our attention during the course of our
review based on the information and documents provided by
management and are not necessarily a comprehensive
statement of all matters that may be relevant, or of weakness
that exist or all improvements that might be required.
Recommendations will be based on the root cause for the finding
having materialised, as obtained from management. These
recommendations for improvement should be assessed by
management for their full commercial and economic impact prior
to implementation.

10.5. Management’s responsibilities
Management is responsible for the establishment and
maintenance of an effective system of internal controls to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish and communicate organisational
goals and values;
Monitor the accomplishment of goals; and
Ensure accountability and values are preserved.
The objectives of the system of internal control
are, inter alia, to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that:
Risks are properly managed;
Assets are safeguarded;
Financial and operational information are
reliable;
Operations are effective and efficient; and
Laws, regulations and contracts are complied
with.

10.6. Fraud and internal control
Internal audit work is planned with a reasonable expectation of
detecting significant control weaknesses in the specific areas
reviewed. However, internal audit procedures alone, even when
carried out with due professional care, do not guarantee that
fraud will be detected. Accordingly, our review as internal
auditors should not be relied upon solely to detect fraud,
defalcation or other irregularities, which may exist. The principal
safeguard against fraud, misstatement and irregularities is an
effective system of internal control

Management’s attention is also drawn to the fact that inherent
limitations exist in the reliance on internal controls and
procedures as errors and lapses in control can result from staff
carelessness, misunderstanding of instructions, collusion
between individuals and management override. The prevention
and detection of fraud is dependent on management. During the
2018/19 reviews, there were no cases of fraud that were
identified and none were reported to Internal Audit by
management.

10.7. Overall conclusion
Based on the results as reflected on our audit reports ,overally
the agency has adequate and effective internal control in place
except for the areas where audit findings has been raised .
Therefore the agency needs to put in efforts in ensuring that the
key audit findings that have been raised are all addressed to
strengthen the effectiveness of the controls that are in place.

10.8. Appreciation
The audit team members wish to express their appreciation to
all those contacted during the audit, for their assistance and cooperation. Internal Audit also appreciates management’s
willingness to improve and strengthen internal controls within
the organisation.

10.9. Restrictions on the use of this report
This report has been prepared for the sole and exclusive use of
the BCMDA, Board, Audit Committee and Management;
therefore it may not be made available to anyone other than
authorised persons within BCMDA, or relied upon by any third
party. No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted
in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying and recording, or by information storage or
retrieval systems except as permitted, in writing by Lunika
Chartered Accountants and Auditors Internal Audit Services.

10.10.

Acknowledgements

Thank you to:

•
•

Management for their inputs into the audit plan
The Audit Committee for the support and the
opportunity to be a part of this great organisation.
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Information Technology

Governance, Compliance and
Regulatory Review

Supply Chain Management

Asset Management

Human resources

Budgeting, funding and
financial management

2

3

4

5

6

Audit Process

1

No

Recruitment and retention strategies
Policies and procedures
Appointments
Leave management
Compliance

• Funding strategies
• Budget process

•
•
•
•
•

• Review of controls on
quarterly asset reconciliation
• Review of asset register
reconciliation
• Physical verification

• Review design of internal control
policies and procedures.
• SCM compliance requirements
with the framework

Budgeted
hours

R11 844

R7 896

24

R00 000

R14 476

R11 844

R13 200

Budgeted cost

36

36

44

36

40

Risk based reviews

• Determine adherence with
laws and regulation (MFMA,
MSA, etc.)
• Review the Governance Structures
• Review key policies

• Review General IT Controls
• Review key application controls
(pastel system)

Audit Focus Areas

SUMMARY OF REVIEWS PLANNED AND COMPLETED DURING THE 2018/19 FINANCIAL YEAR

Annexure A

Q2 – Dec 2018

Q1 – Sept 2018

Q2 – Dec 2018

Q3: Mar 2019

Q1: Aug 2018

Q2: Nov 2018

Timing

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Status
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Annual Financial Statement Review

9

Follow up

Risk management

Performance Information

8

10

Stakeholder management

Audit Process

7

No
Review key strategies for
effective stakeholder
management

44

88

and

64

R21 056

R14 476

R28 952

R7 896

Budgeted cost

Risk Management, Ethics and Fraud Consideration

• Review risk management plan
and strategies
• Review
Fraud
prevention
management strategies

•

32

Budgeted
hours

Compliance reviews

• Readiness assessment
• Review the AFS against GRAP,
Treasury requirement
• Review of Accounting Policy Notes
• Review of Notes to the
Financial Statements
• Agree amounts to supporting schedules

• Review compliance with National
Treasury framework
• Alignment between strategy, APP
and reporting.
• Review of POE

•

Audit Focus Areas

• Business model
• Financial viability

September 2018,
November 2018, March
2019 and June 2019

Q1 – Aug 2018

Q4: July 2019

Q3: April 2019

Q2: Jan 2019

Q1: Aug 2018

Q2 – Nov 2018

Timing

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Status

Internal audit Activity
Project reporting

Adhoc Activities

•
•

•

SCM Probit Audit

Project Administration and Reporting

Adhoc Activities

13

15

14

Audit of Tenders

•

Update of the Internal Audit and Audit
Committee Charter

12

•

32

Budgeted hours

40

Adhoc Activities

40

Project Administration and reporting

60

Adhoc Activities: Combined Assurance

12

Value Add Activities
Review of Charters against the
Industry requirements,
Standards and Best Practices

Follow up on:
• External audit findings
• Internal Audit findings

Follow-up

11

Audit Focus Areas

Audit Process

No

R13 160

R40 000

R3 948

R5 264

Budgeted cost

Q1: Sep 2018
Q2: Dec 2018
Q3: Mar 2019
Q4: June 2019

Q1: Aug 2018
Q2: Dec 2018
Q3: Jan 2019
Q4: June 2019

Q2: Dec 2019

Q2: Nov 2018

Q1: Sep 2018
Q2: Dec 2018
Q3: Jan 2019

Timing

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Status
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Variance reasons and action
plans with timeframes for
targets not achieved not
clearly documented.

Inadequate evidence to
substantiate the achieved
targets

2

Audit Finding

1

No:

Per inspection of
the POE for Q1
performance
information, we
could not obtain
sufficient evidence
in the POE file to
confirm achieved
targets: marketing
&
Communication

During the review
of Q1
performance
information report,
it was noted that
reasons for
quarter1 targets
that were not
achieved were not
clearly
documented. It
was laso noted
that action plans
were not
time bound.

Detailed Finding

Root cause

The MOU not signed, some of
the partners currently out of
town.
Management oversight.

The TIM workhop was not
deleiverd in Q1 due to human
resource constraints.
The Launch of the City
Improvement safety programme
could not go ahead without the
appointmnet of a servcie
provider. The service provider
will only be appointed on 31
October 2018.
Lack of succession planning;
Management oversight.

SUMMARY OF 2018/19 KEY AUDIT FINDINGS

Annexure B

Manager: Financial
Administration

The policy has been
approved by Exco and is
awaiting Board Approval.

Executive
Manager:
Corporate
Services

The Committee will be
formulated in Quarter 2 of
2018/19. The process of
activating a license on the
current sage 300 People
system will be done in
Quarter 2 of 2018/9.
Marketing &
Communications
Manager

CFO/CEO/
Manager: Financial
Administrati
on

Preparation and signing
of performance
agreements by the 15
November 2018

Meeting planned to sign
MOU

Ms Mayeza

Responsible person

Reporting on TIM
workshop will be included
in hand over report as Ms
Naina has resigned.

Action Plan

31-Dec-18

10-Nov-18

Q2 of
2018/19

18-Nov

18-Dec

Action
Date

The draft policy
was put on hold
for board
approval as
management
wanted to
include certain
sections.

Progress
to date not
updated

Completed.

Completed.

Progress
to date not
updated

Progress
to date

A
decision was
taken in finance
that the credit
control policy
would not
add any

Comments

1

No:

Inadequate challenges and
corrective measures were
documented.

Audit Finding

During the audit
of predetermined
objectives for the
period 01
October 2018
to 31 December
2018, it was
noted that for
Corporate
Services and
marketing
divisions, the
targets on the
tables (refer to
finding) were not
achieved. The
challnegs
documented were
not

n ( MOU's for
partnerships
established) and
Finance
(Approved credit
control policy.

Detailed Finding

To formulate
committees by 31
January 2019.

A recovery plan to
address
underperformance will be
developed during the
month of January February 2019 and
implemented over the
remining two quarters of
the financial year.

Marketing and Advertising
Marketing and advertising
manager resigned in quarter 2
and the post was only filled in
January 2019.
All the planned targets for
quarter 2 were adversly affected
as the person who was acting at
the time was having their own
divisional responsibilities and
there was a conference that was
urgent where most of the effort
was directed.

QUARTER 2 (2018/19)

Action Plan

Corporate Services
BCMDA staff compliment has a
few staff members due to the
size of the entity, most of the
staff members are already
committed on other committees.

Root cause

Manager: Invetsment
Promostion and
Tourism Developme
nt

Executive Manager:
Corporate Services

Responsible person

15-Feb-19

31-Jan-19

Action
Date

Appointment of
Investment
Promotion and
Tourism Manager
was concluded in
December, and
the incumbent
commenced work
at the beginning
of 2019. Further
action has been
taken to
consilidate the

Committee
formulated

Progress to
date

Done

value at this
stage and
would be
taken to Board
when
transactions
that would
warrant it will
commence.

Comments
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2

No:

No evidence to confirm
attendance of meetings and
workshops.

Audit Finding

adequate as
they did not
give a clear
indication of
why the target
was not met.
The corrective
measures
were not
adequate as
they did not
address the
casue for the
challenge.
During the
review of
stakeholder
relations
management,
there was no
evidence
submitted to
confirm the
attendance of
meetings/work
shops held
(see finding)

Detailed Finding

Management does not perform
thorough reviews on portfolio of
evidence to ensure that it is
sufficient.

Root cause

Oral verification that the
officials
participated in these
events has veeb received,
the next step will be to
undertake a process of
locating the supporting
documentation.

Action Plan

Manager:
Investment
Promotion
And Tourism
Development

Responsible
person
28-Feb-19

Action
Date
unit through the
recruitment
process of a
project manager
(Tourism) who
is axpected to
commence wirk
at the beginning
of 2020
The evidence
following is
included in the
POE;engageme
nt with the Boarder
Kei
Chamber of
Business, the
Daily Dispatch
and J&J during
the Mandela
Day celebrations. In
addition to this
Another stakeholder
engagements
during this quarter
have included
Tourism infrastucture
master plan

Progress to
date

Comments

Differences in dates of
engagements

Vat reconciliations
not reconciling

4

Audit Finding

3

No:

Monthly vat
reconciliations
from July to
October 2018
performed
contain
unreconciled
difference. A
difference of
R5611.68 has
been noted.

Druing the
review of the
stakeholder
relations
management,
differences in
engagement
dates were
noted between
engagements
register and
attendance
register.

Detailed Finding

This relates to a difference
carried forward from the
previous financial year and the
Agency is still in the process of
investigating what the diffrence
relates to and what might have
caused the difference.

Management does not perform
thorough reviews on portfolio of
evidence to ensure that it is
sufficient.

Root cause

QUARTER 3 (2018/9)

Investingation of differences from
the previous financial years.

To locate required information
from the Eastern Cape Gambling
and Batting Board.

Action Plan

Manager:
Financial
Adminstrati on
& CFO

Manager:
Invetsment
Promostion
and Tourism
Developme nt

Responsible
person

28-Feb-19

28-Feb-19

Action
Date

Completed.

The Unit will verify
this finding and
accordingly ensure
proper filing in
clear instances
where this has not
been adequately
conducted. Files
will be checked
and dates and
meetings will be
reconciled.

consultation,
supplier
development
consultation,
and progress
report to City
Councillors.

Progress to
date

Comments
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Inadequate documented
controls over updating and
maintaining the asset register.

2,1

During the review,
the
following was
noted in the
asset
management policy:
There is
inadequate
controls
documented
regarding updating
and
maintaing the
asset register.

Gaps in the Asset Management Policy

2

During the
review the fiollwoing
was
noted in the
asset
management
policy:
Barcode
numbers
attached to the
asset are not
matching to
the barcode
numbers used
in the fixed
assets register.

Detailed Finding

Inadequate contriols over the
asset register maintenance

Audit Finding

1

No:

Management oversight.

Management overisght.

Root cause

Asset management policy is in the
process of being reviewed. To
include a paragraph that deals
with maintaining and updating the
asset register.

Asset register to be updated
quartely with barcodes, asset
locations, custodians and asset
conditions after each asset count.

Action Plan

Manager: Supply
Chain and
Asset
Manageme
nt.

Manager:
Supply Chain
and
Asset
Management.

Responsible
person

30-Jun-19

30-Apr-19

Action
Date

Completed.

Completed.

Progress
to date

Asset
manage
ment
policy
has been
revised and is
awiting
approval
by
Exco/and
Board.

Asset
manage
ment
policy
has been
revised
and is
awiting
approval
by
Exco/and
Board.

Comments

Audit Finding

Absence of asset clearance
procedures undertaken by
BCMDA upon resignation of
staff members.

No:

2,2

Detailed
Finding
During the
review the
following
gap was
noted in the
policy:
There is no
mention of
any
procedure
followed in
terms of
returning
BCMDA
owned
assets
when
employees
of BCMDA
have
resigned
or have
their
services
terminated.
Lack of review of asset
management policy.

Root cause
Asset management policy is
in the process of being
reviewed. To include a
paragraph that deals with the
process of returning assets by
resigning employees.

Action Plan
Responsible
person
Manager:
Supply Chain
and Asset
Manageme
nt.

Action
Date
30-Jun-19

Progress
to date
Completed.
Asset
manage
ment
policy has
been
revised
and is
awiting
approval
by
Exco/and
Board.

Comments
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2,3

Absence of annual
impairment review of
intangible assets with
indefinite useful life

During the
review the
following
gaps were
noted with
regards to
intangible
assets:
Absence of
annual
impairment
review in
policy;
Absence of
useful life
assessment
at each
reporting
period.

Managemnt
oversight; Lack of
review of asset
management
policy.

Asset management policy is
in the process of being
reviewed. To include a
paragraph that deals with
impairment of assets with
indefinite useful life.

Manager:
Supply Chain
and Asset
Manageme
nt.

30-Jun-19

Completed.

Asset
manage
ment
policy has
been
revised
and is
awiting
approval
by
Exco/and
Board.

Audit Finding

Absence of the next date
of policy review

No:

2,4

Detailed
Finding
During the
review of the
asset
management
policy, it was
noted that
the next date
of policy
review was
not noted in
the policy.
Management oversight.

Root cause
Asset management policy is
in the process of being
reviewed. To include a
section that provides for next
date of review in the policy.

Action Plan
Responsible
person
Manager:
Supply Chain
and Asset
Management.

Action
Date
30-Jun-19

Progress
to date
Completed.
Asset
management
policy has
been revised
and is
awaiting
approval by
Exco/and
Board.

Comments

11. REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2019
The Audit Committee is constituted in terms of sections 166(1) and (2) and 166(6)(b) of the Local Government: Municipal
Finance Management Act, No 56 of 2003 (MFMA) read with the applicable Treasury Regulations. The Audit Committee is
an independent advisory body which must advise the Board, the chief executive officer and the management and staff of
the agency on matters relating to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal financial control and internal audits
Risk management
Accounting policies
The adequacy, reliability and accuracy of financial reporting, records and information
Performance management
Effective governance
Compliance with the MFMA, the annual Division of Revenue Act and any other applicable legislation
Performance evaluation
Any other matter referred to it by the institution

Sections 166(2)(b), (c), (d) and (e) of the MFMA also requires the Audit Committee to review the Annual Financial
Statements and respond to the Board on matters raised by the Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) in the management
letter and audit report, carry out such investigations into the financial affairs of the agency and to perform such other
functions as may be prescribed by the Board.
The role and responsibilities of the Audit Committee are set out in the Audit Committee Charter which is regularly reviewed
and approved by the Board, taking into account relevant legislative precepts which may be applicable thereto and
recommended good practice. The Audit Committee endeavours at all times to conduct its oversight role in compliance with
its Charter and the provisions of the MFMA.
The advice tendered by the Audit Committee is recorded in the minutes of the various meetings.
The Audit Committee comprises of 6 independent external members, all of whom were appointed on 1 July 2017. During
the year under review four ordinary committee meetings and one special committee meeting were held. Below is a summary
of the meeting attendance of the 6 members during the year ended 30 June 2019:
Member

Number of meetings attended

Ms R Shaw (Chairperson)

Five

Mr P Ntuli

Five

Ms Y Roboji

Four

Mr S Sokutu

Four

Ms P Mzizi

Two

Mr T Zororo

One

11.1. Effectiveness of internal controls
The systems of internal control are the legislative
responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer and senior
management as required by the MFMA, read in conjunction
with National Treasury Audit and Risk Framework, MFMA
Circular 65 and International Standards for the Professional
Practice of Internal Auditing.
The system of internal control applied by the Agency over
financial management is, in the Audit Committee’s opinion,
effective, efficient and transparent. Internal Audit provides
management and the Audit Committee, by way of quarterly
reports, with assurance that the internal controls are
appropriate and effective. This is achieved by
•
•
•

reviews according to the approved internal audit
plan which is based on the results per the
Strategic Risk Register
recommended corrective action
suggested enhancements to controls and
processes where appropriate

No matters were reported that indicate any material
deficiencies in the system of internal controls.
A factor that could compromise effective internal control is
the fact that, within an entity with such a small
staff compliment, effective segregation of duties is not
always possible however the Audit Committee has been
given the assurance that compensating controls have been
put in place wherever the need arises.
EVALUATION OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

The Audit Committee
•

•
•

reviewed and discussed the Agency’s annual
financial statements for the 2018/2019 financial
year with management and the Chief Executive
Officer before submission to the Auditor-General
of South Africa for audit purposes
reviewed the Auditor-General of South Africa’s
management report and took cognisance of
management’s response thereto
reviewed policies and procedures in place to
ensure the Agency’s compliance with relevant
laws and regulatory provisions.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND FRAUD
The Agency has
•
•
•
•

Strategic and operational risk registers in place
which are updated quarterly
A risk champion
An updated risk management policy
A risk implementation plan as well as a risk
management plan

The Audit Committee is of the opinion that the Agency’s risk
management processes provide reasonable assurance
that risks are adequately, appropriately and effectively
managed.
The Audit Committee has been given the assurance that
there has been no fraud occurrence, defalcation or other
irregularities that management is aware of and none has
come to the attention of Internal Audit.

11.2. Internal audit
The Agency’s internal audit function is outsourced and appears to be operating effectively, addressing the risks pertinent
to the Agency.
The following internal audit work was completed during the year under review:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance Information
Human Resources
Governance, regulatory and statutory compliance
Information Technology Application Controls Review
Financial Management
Stakeholder Management
Risk management
Supply Chain Management and Asset Management Review
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The following were reported as areas of concern:
•
•
•

Performance Information
▪ Lack of review of performance reports to ensure completeness, accuracy and reliability
▪ Inadequate evidence to substantiate achieved targets
Risk Management
▪ Lack of a risk management committee
▪ Risk framework tolerance level has still to be defined
Asset Management Review
▪ Asset Management Policy does not provide for annual impairment review and the annual assessment of
useful lives of intangible assets

11.3. Auditor’s report
The Audit Committee concurs with and accepts the Auditor-General of South Africa’s opinion and report on the Agency’s
Annual Financial Statements for the 2018/19 financial year.
Irregular expenditure incurred due to Supply Chain Management transgressions
The Auditor-General raised a finding that the Bid Adjudication Committee’s (BAC) composition did not comply with the
requirements of the MFMA resulting in R11.6m spend on contracts awarded being reported as irregular expenditure (of a
total irregular expenditure of R13.4m) since the BAC committee lacked at least one senior supply chain management
practitioner who is an official of the municipal entity when these competitive bids were awarded. In all other respects the
Supply Chain Management processes followed in allocating these particular contracts, were in line with Supply Chain
Management regulations.

_________________
R Shaw (CA(SA))
Chairperson, Audit Committee
9 January 2020
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